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THE central florida

Homecoming .2001
Homecoming is just·
around the corner.

•

Pick up 1he Future
next week for tuft
homecoming coverage,

•

October 10, 2001

•THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968 • www.UCF.future.com

Tribute begins home opener
Emergency
workers were
led out onto
the field during
the opening
ceremony of
the first home
game of the
year.

BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

•

With the events oflast month's
tragedy still looming, the opening
home game of UCF's football season started with a tribute to those
who serve Central Florida: the firefighters, police, EMT and corrections officers.
The tribute, organized by the
UCF Sports Marketing department
and other UCF staff, was part of
the opening ceremonies of the
game.
"It really was the athletic
department, Sports Marketing, the
cheerleading coach and the band,
everybody came to&ether ·and collaborated," said Gert Garman,
Director of Sports Marketing.
"Everybody just agreed that this
was something special that we really needed to do."
The tribute started by a group
being led out onto the field and recognized by the announcer and
crowd, and also included the
singing of the "Star Spangled
Banner" by UCF journalism major
Allison Stark. The band also led
the crowd in a singing of "God
Bless America."

•

•

•

•

JOE KALEITA

I
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"It was nice," said UCF football coach Mike Kruczek, who
wore an Orlando Fire Department
hat during the game. "I wore (the
hat) to honor those people, which is
odd for me. I'm a very superstitious ..person as far as apparel is
concerned, but it's something we
had to do. We owe it to those people."
The firefighters, police,
EMT's and other emergency workers stood ori the field, held flags
and received a standing ovation
during the ceremony.

"I felt pretty proud,' 1 said firefighter Brian Forndes.
Firefighter William Murphy
was also involved in the planning
of the event, along with Garman
and Assistant Director of Sports
Marketing, Tracy Marini.
"We appreciate the invitation
here and we're really, really proud
of this community the way they
responded to this tragedy," said
Murphy.
"It's nice to see this muc::h
PLEASE

SEE-Fire ON A-6

·Students' cars towed from abandoned bank Largest voter turnout
•

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF w:RITER

•
•
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Students' cars were towed to an impound lot for storage until students
could pick them up for a minimum fee of S100.

While the University of
Central Florida and parking
problems are synonymous,
many students faced less ordinary parking woes Sept. 28.
Approximately 20 cars
were towed from the parking
lot of a closed bank in the UC7 shopping plaza directly
across the street from UCF.
The shopping center contains
restaurants, retail stores, a
movie theater and the bank,
which is no longer in operation.
Over the past few years,
the bank parking lot has
PLEASE SEE

$100 ON A-3

~---------------------· Inside · Give me liberty or give me death
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How many of your liberties are you willing to
give up to enjoy added safety?
For more, see A-8.

'

Growing in leapes and bounds
UCF plans to enroll 40,000 in the near future
and 48,000 by the year 2010.
For more, see A-3.

Behind the movie Joy Ride ..,_
Read an interview with the stars, and find
out if the movie is worth watching.
For more, see A-20.

in UCF history
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFF WRITER

In what was the largest voting turnout in UCF history, 1,900
students voted in the 34th Student
Government Senate elections
Sept. 24 - 26. Also, 71.7 percent
of the voters approved the adoption of the new SGA constitution.
Of the 50 senate seats that
students had the chance to fill,
run-offs were needed for only two
seats in the College of Arts and
Sciences and one seat in Health
and Public Affairs. The run-offs
were held Oct. 1 - 3.
''The student body realizes

that they are the ones in charge of
the Activities and Service fee.
That is why we had such a great
turnout," said Jeff Streef, the Arts
and Science seat 9 Senator.
The increased voter turnout
may be the result of online voting
instead of ballot voting. "Students
didn't have to even be on campus
to vote. They didn't have to wait
. in lines," said Nathan Holic, a
member of the Elections
Commission.
The Student Government
Association also increased their
ad campaign of the senate elecPLEASE SEE

School oN A-6
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$235 mo/48 mos.*
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm, & Much More!
*Leases are cakuiated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.
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Next to Flea World (Sanford)
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All payments + tax, 48 months through Lender, 12,000 free miles per year except 2002 Jetta GL at 10,000 free miles per year. Leasee responsible for insurance. All
leases w/approved credit. Excessive miles at 15¢ per mile at lease end. Total of payments on 2002 New Beetle Gl, $10,848; 2002 Golf Gl, $10,848; 2002 Possat
GLS $14,352; 2002 Jetta GL, $11 ,280. Offer ends October 31, 2001.
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$100 fee charged to students whose cars were towed
.
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"It was a very unpleasant
experience as a whole," Steele
become a spot that many UCF said.
students use as an alternative to
Rod Smith of Airport
parking on campus. Some use Towing said they had received a
the lot to avoid buying a cam- call that afternoon asking all the
pus parking decal. Other stu- cars in the lot be towed, but
dents, such as Jessica Steele, · were not given a reason. Just as
are forced to use it when the Airport Towing was not given a
university parking lots have reason for the towing, neither
met their capacity.
were the students, said UCF
One
student,
Richard alumnus Hada Ronen.
Spencer, has been parking there
A few stud~nts heard a
for the past three years.
rumor that the lot was to be
"It is free and I get the resurfaced over the weekend
shaded covering of the drive- and that was the reason behind
thru," he said.
the towings. The property's
Steele, a student at UCF manager, Mark Row land, could
who has been parking in the lot not be reached to confirm this
since the beginning of the at the time of publication.
semester, parked her car around
On the following Monday,
1:45 p.m. When she returned at Oct. 1, students' cars filled the
3:30 p.m., tow truck drivers lot once more, but no tow
were loading up cars on flat-bed trucks showed up, and the lot
trucks. Her car had already remained in the same condition
been taken away.
it had been on Friday.
FROM PAGE

Warning stickers were
placed on the cars as they were
being towed on Sept. 28. Many
students thought that this
defeated the purpose of a warning.
"Warning stickers are not
required by law," Smith said.
"It is up to the person doing the
towing as to whether or not to
even give a warning. All that. is
required is tow-away zone
signs."
"Given the fact that there
was not adequate signage we
should not have been towed,"
Steele said. "I think we should
be given back our $100. It doesn't sound like a lot of money,
but as a student it is."
"We were given no warning," Ronen said. "We were just
towed. If I had know it was
going to cost me $100 to park
there I would have walked to
school instead."

Each student was charged
$100 to retrieve their cars from
lr -l/l,\ '/XG
!
impound, a normal fee paid by
YOI \kE t\:
VIOLS fIO'\
anyone who has their car towed.
<)! <kt< 1in;1 l. \lORt
1·1JH(!'><.;k1.u>i
The first day of impound only
f\HXld~
costs $100. Each additional day
'f'O CO.\lPI,\'
f
the fee is increased by $20.
i\ffH ! !tlShllfl IS
fi!.:~IA ..r~ I.\ HWJ'\ (,
0
.• k:"i:'.f.f>
Anything over three days adds
an additional $30 to the total.
After a period of seven days, a
t
certified letter is mailed to the
car's owner telling them their
car is impounded and informs
them of the fees incurred so far.
"The towing company was
very aggressive," Ronen said.
"They demanded cash and were
rude."
We Huy
Many of the students have
Junk Cars
stated they will seek legal
275~8721
action in this matter. UCF' s - '*'
Legal Services office says students only need to be enrolled
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
and paying their student activi- Warning stickers were placed on
ties fee in order to discuss the students' cars as they were being
matter with an advisor.
towed Sept. 28.
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Too many students,
not enough space
•
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•
•
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BILL LONG
STAFFWRJTER

As UCF grows to
accommodate 40,000+ students, a question looms; will
the university be able to provide enough building space
as well as faculty to continue to offer a solid education?
This year's incoming
freshman class was a record
number that boosted UCF's
total student population, to
35,780 students. With the
influx of new students, veteran college-goers find
-THOMAS
themselves
questioning
HUDDLESTON
UCF's capacity to handle
Vice President of Student
larger crowds and show conDevelopment &
cern that the current quality
Enrollment
Services,
of education and small
school atmosphere will suffer in the wake of expan'sion.
More prominent is the fear that UCF will be unable to
maintain the feverish construction pace needed to accommodate the population increase. There are concerns by many,
including President John Hitt, about being able to keep up
with the expanding population of the university. Hitt presented data arthe most recent Board of Trustees meeting showing
a space shortage in academic buildings in the 2005-2006
school year if the university does not receive more funding
for construction.
The need for more classroom space comes from the population increases expected to climb to 48,000 within the next
10 years.
"It is not our (UCF's) goal to be big, our only goal i~ to
serve the students who come here ... we don't grow in order to
build buildings, we build buildings to provide a better campus," said Dr. Thomas Huddleston, Vice President of Student
Development & Enrollment Services.
Dean McFall, Associate Vice President of University
Relations, cited that in UCF's history, as it has grown, the college has seen vast improvement and few, if any, detriments.
Some think that with the growth of the school's population comes improvements in the quality of education.
"The more growth that you have, the more all areas of the
university improve ... from academics to athletics," said senior
Ryan Vescio, director of Administration and Communication
with the SGA.

"It is not our
(IJCF's) goal to
be big, our
only goal is to
serve the
students who
come here...

JOE KALEITA
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Scott Bell, John Carell, Lawrence Chastang, Roy Davidson, Ivan Lefkowitz and Rocky Santomassino were
inducted into the Business Administration Hall of Fame on Oct. S.

College of Business Administration
inducts alumni into Hall of Fame
GEMA CORRALES
STAFF WRJTER

The College of Business
Administration honored six distinguished alumni for their
achievements at the College Of
Business Administration Annual
Hall of Fame on Oct. 5.
The 2001 Hall of Fame
Inductees were Scott Bell, Vice
President of Lincoln Property
Company of Florida; John Carell,
a partner at Ernst & Young;
Lawrence Chastang, President
and Managing Shareholder . at
Chastang, Ferrell, Sims &
Eiserman, L.L.C.; Roy Davidson,
President'
of
Ballenisles
Development Company; Ivan
Lefkowitz, Attorney at Law at
Bloom & Van Leuven;. Rocky
Santomassino
Senior
Vice
President and Chief Operating
Officer and Director at J. Rolfe
Davis Insurance.
The ceremony for the third
annual reception of the Hall of
Fame was held in the College of
Business Administration atrium
and included the presentation of
the award to the recipients. Also,

Former Hall of F-me inductees
2000
R. Todd Bowers
J. Kenneth Bryant
Les W. Eiserman
James W. Ferrell
R. Glenn Hubbard
Gerald R. McGartty, Jr.
in recognition of the hard work
and dedication exhibited by the
selected UCF alumni, an
engraved replica of each member
will be on permanent display at
the Hall of Fame, which is
presently located in the atrium of
the Business Administration
building.
"This program is a wonderful
opportunity ..to showcase successful UCF graduates to central
Florida, the state and to other
business colleges nationwide,"
said Joanne Chive, the College of
Business
Administration
Communications
I
Alumni
Relations Director. "It gives us the
chance to fully commend and recognize the various accomplishments these gentlemen have made

1999

James S. Hunt
Douglas F. long
Craig S. Miller
Blaine Sweatt
Al Weiss

throughout their outstanding
careers in the business world."
What have these individuals
accomplished to acquire such
honor and prestige?
"They each ·must have
achieved major contributions to
their professions and other organizations since the time they graduated from UCF," said Chive.
"They must have also graduated
at least 10 years prior to induction
for those who hold a UCF
Business undergraduate degree,
or at least five years prior for
those who hold a UCF Business
graduate degree."
"To date, 17 alumni have
been honored and have achieved
significant, senior level career
positions," ~d Chive.

www.UCF{uture.com •October 10, 2001
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'Free' papers being taken
by UCF faculty and staff

I

•

SAFARI PETS---.
We have Perfect Pets for Dorm/Apartment Life!
112 W. Mitchell Hammock Rd., Ste. 108 ·Oviedo, FL 32765

We pay about
$45,000 for
newspapers.
It is not fair
that students
have to pay
for them to
not get
papers.

(Al•4017M~91770~2t909' Plaza)
COUPON

·t

- CHRISTIAN COSME
Student Government director of internal affairs

1
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----------------- :.
Buy 1 Get
1 Free Freshwater Fish
(up to $5.00 max value)
-

18

OR-

20% off any Saltwater Fish
Coupon required. Offer expires Nov. 15, 2001.

I

COUPON
~-----------------------
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100/o off fish & reptiles with UCF ID!
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Fall Wrthdrawal Deadline:
Frida)\ October 19 (5:00 p.m.)
Withdraw at POLARIS [https:l!po/aris.ucf.edu], Registrar's Office MH
161, College or School Student Support Office

DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

One of the benefits at UCF
is the availability of "free"
Orlando Sentinel's to the student population.
However, what the majority of students and faculty are
not aware of is the fact that
these newspapers are free to
HALEY CABRERA I CFF
students only. The papers are Student Clint Walsh obtains his free copy of the Orlando Sentinel in the
without cost to students because Communications building lobby.
the papers are paid for in part
with the Student Activities Fee,
compensated by a portion of each student's from home. They need to develop a machine,
tuition. The program with the Sentinel has been that can tell the difference, especially because
the faculty identification card does not expire",
in existence for more than one year now.
The Student Government Association takes said Constance Cutchins, a professor at UCF.
"I don't think many faculty and staff are
the money from the Student Activity Fee and
orders the amount of papers necessary each day aware that the newspapers are paid for · by
Activity and Service Fees
for the entire student population. However, facand are intended for stuulty and other non-students
dents only," said ·Sharon
have been taking
Ekern,
director
for
advantage of students' free newspaAcademic
Support
Services and Student
pers and this is often
why there are not
Government
Administrative Offices.
enough papers.
"We are trying to raise
"I did not re~lize
this awareness ·so that
that SGA uses our
more students will be
activity fee to buy the
Orlando
Sentinel.
able to participate in
the readership proHowever, I think it's a
gram. I am configreat service for SGA to
provide to students," said
dent that once they
have this information, we will no longer get the
Vanessa
Bowman,
a
Hospitality Management
complaints from students of faculty and staff
major. She added, " ... on the same token, the taking papers."
Christian Cosme, the Student Government
faculty and staff should not take advantage of
director
of internal affairs, and assistant to the
the free newspapers. It is really annoying when
you go to get a paper after your 2 p.m. lecture President, is well aware of the situation at hand,
and there are no more papers."
and is working with the Student Government to
Some faculty and staff may not be aware combat the problem.
"The budget crunches have been hard on
that these papers are not designated for them.
This is because their identification card is quite us," Cosme said. "We pay about $45,000 for
similar to the UCF card. When a faculty mem- newspapers. It is not fair that students have to
ber inserts their card into the machine, it works pay for them to not get papers. We are currentthe same as a student identification card, and ly looking into another way of dispersing
gives them a free newspaper. However, there papers."
are teachers that are well aware of the fact that
Some suggestions of ways to avoid papers
being taken are for students to obtain ·a newspathe newspapers are cost free to students only.
"I know that the Orlando Sentinel is free to per for themselves with their UCF Smart Card,
students only, and is paid for by their Student and try not to put extra copies on top or pass
Activities Fee. I did not know that our faculty them on to people behind them. Little measures
identification card, permits faculty to also get a like this will help prevent people without idenfree paper, and I have always gotten my own tification to not be able to acquire papers.

Submit Spring 2002 Intent to Graduate Fonn:
Oct. 29 - Dec. 7
Spring 2002 Early Registration &Add/Drop :
Oct. 29 - Dec. 7
Online class schedules will be available at
http://ClassSchedule.ucf.edu beginning fv1onday,
October 8, 2001
•

university of

Central
Florida
Registrar's Office, MH 161, 407-823-3100
http://registrar.ucf.edu
Unit of Academic Development & Retention
Division of Student Development & Enrollment Service

"

Live in anoiher culture, and learn
about helping others and yourself.

UNIVER,SITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
·• Wednesday, October 17 / 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Information Table
Outside the UCF Student Union
• Thursday, October 18 I 3:30 p.m.
Information Meeting
UCF Career Center Conference Room

Peace Corps. Redefine Your World.
(800) 424-8580, Option 1
Visit us at www.peacecorps.gov
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Homecoming a 'Knightmare' once again
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

•

•

,
•

•

It's a 'Knightmare' again; UCF's
homecoming will kick off during the
week of Oct. 15 -20. The name chosen for the second consecutive year is
"Kmghtrnare ... The
Tradition
Continues" while the theme is movie
sequels.
''This year we really want to get
the entire school involved in the
Homecoming
activities,''
said
Homecoming director Hope Wehrle.
"We are trying to promote
Homecoming more than ever before.
Every Wednesday and Thursday
before Homecoming \\'.e will be outside the Union passing out promo
items and calendars so students will
know more ahead of time."
'The executive board is also trying to get the football team more
involved given the fact that this week
is to show them how much we appreciate the team,'' said Wehle.
The week kicks off on Monday
with several events. There will be a
Black and Gold sign contest in front
of the Math and Physics building at
noon. Campus organizatio!ls will submit their signs for judging to fit the
theme. In the evening time, students
are invited to the reflecting pond at 8
p.m. for Mystery Movie Knight. The
movies to chose from are: "Rush
Hour 2", "Jurassic Park 3",
"American Pie 2"," Revenge of the

Nerds", "The Mummy Returns",
''Evil Dead 3", "Bride of
Frankenstein'', and "Matrix 2".
'The movie night has always
been popular, so that sounds pretty
cool," said junior Shawn Rahmani,
political science major.
On Tuesday, the Homecoming
Carnival will take place at the UCF
Arena, from 5-11 p.m. There will be
free rides and entertainment with
homecoming souvenirs available.
Wednesday is Skit Knight for
UCF organizations. Starting at 8
p.m., the club members will entertain
audiences with ten-minute competitive skits.
'We have 18 organizations participating and Skit Knight itself is
going to be bigger and more spectacular than ever," said co-director for
Skit Knight Denise Herm.
The band "311" will play at the
UCF Arena on Thl!-fSday at 8 p.m.
Tickets went on sale on Oct. 1 with it
costing $25 for the general public,
$15 for alumni and $8 for current students.
One of the biggest events in
homecomingweek is the annual Spirit
Splash. On Friqay at 3 p.m., students,
faculty, athletes, cheerleaders, dancers
and mascots will jump in to the
reflecting pond showing school spirit.
"I'll be there to watch others
jump in and make fools of themselves," said Rahmani
Finally, on Saturday of home-

coming week there will be the parade
and football game.
''This will be an awesome event
for all Knight fans and a great way to
get pumped up at the game that
night," said Heather Kershaw, this
year's parade director. Jbe parade's
grand marshal will be Olympic gold
medal soccer player and UCF alumnae, Michelle Akers. Dr. and Mrs.
Hitt, Mr. and Miss UCF and the 2000
homecoming king and queen will also
be in the parade, as well as the homecoming court.
Kickoff for the homecoming
game is scheduled for 4 p.m. in the
Citrus BowI against Louisiana
Monroe. During half time, the homecoming king and queen will be
crowned.
The philanthropy efforts for this
year will serve a volunteer organization called Hands On Orlando. During
the week, there will be two projects to
benefit the organization. The first is
the Knights Care Kit project where
UCF organizations provide plastic
bags with basic toiletries such as
toothbrushes, soap, shampoo and also
things like shoelaces or socks. The
second, Penny Wars project, has organizations collecting pennies from their
members to donate to Hands On
Orlando. Hands On Orlando is a philanthropic agency that serves larger
ones such as the Ronald McDonald
House and the Children's Miracle
Network.

Bringing it to the Union

HALEY CABRERA

I CFF

UCF cheerleaders encourage the crowd during a pep rally in f~ont
of the Student Union on Oct. 4. ·
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School of Hospitality
voters had to wait
September elections involved
the voters in the School of
tions this year. A billboard pro- Hospitality Management. When
moting the election dates was the students logged-on to ·
put up on University Boulevard Polaris, they were direc~ed to
and posters were placed around Business college elections; the
campus. Fillers were also hand- Registrar's Office had failed to
ed out to students encouraging create a new web page for the
them to run for senate positions. new School of Hospitality
SGA officials feel this factored Maoogement. The error was corinto the increased interest in the . rected and the School of
elections.
Hospitality Management was
"The campaigns themselves able to have its elections during
went pretty smoothly," said the first week in October.
The complete list of senaHolic. "~o .major fines were
given out to anyone. There were tors and election results are postno major problems."
ed at the SGA office and online
The only set back in the at www.sga.ucf.edu.

FROM

PAGE A-1

'.'·Firefighters, police and other
emergency person~el honored
FROM

PAGE A-1

emotion, this kind of outpouring
for what we do and what we represent and I hope that the feeling
continues," said firefighter Keith
Brown.
Most of Central Florida's
emergency personnel were represented during the tribute, with
companies
from
Marion,
Brevard, Orange and Seminole
counties attending.
"We put out an invitation
from UCF to all the surrounding
counties, the counties that are
covered under what we call the
Central Florida fire chiefs,"
Murphy said. ''We also extended
that to law enforcement agencies.
We have apparatus from as far
away as Titusville, Marion
County, Apopka, Orange County
Sheriff and Fire Rescue, Orlando
OPD and Orlando Fire Rescue,
SWAT Team from the Sheriffs
department."

Some of the firefighters and
police in attendance were former
UCF cheerleaders.
The Sports Marketing
Department, in efforts to get the
word out about the tribute, contacted local radio stations and ran
advertisements as well.
"We put out radio ads and
Tracy and I were on '740 The
Team' the other morning and we
were talking about it there,"
Garman said. ''We got on the air
at XL 106.7. So we got the word
out."
There was also a table set up
in the concession area for game
attendees to donate money to
''The September 11 Fund," which
is going to help the victims of the
terrorist attacks and relief workers in New York and Washington,

D.C.
"We knew that we wanted
people to be able to come and
donate to the firefighters,"
Garman said.

Did you know?
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

If an Amish man ,has a beard, he's married.
The RoJ11ans had
Basium was the kiss
tances, osculum was
friends and suavium
lovers.

three words for kissing.
exchanged by acquainthe kiss between close
was the kiss between

Ninety-nine percent of pumpkins sold in the
U.S. are used to make jack-o'-lanterns.

• Farrah Fawcett - Farrah the faucet in The
Brave Little Toaster Goes to Mars (1998).
• Billy Joel - Dodger in Oliver & Company
(1988).
• Casey Kasem - "Shaggy" Rogers in various
Scooby-Doo TV series
• Paul Reubens - Lock in The Nightmare before
Christmas (1993).
•Kevin Spacey - Hopper in A Bug's Life (1998).

Birthdays

Oct. 19, 1813, Guiseppe [Fortunino Francesco]
Verdi
The ferret was domesticated several thou- · composer d: 19 01

sand years ago to help hunters flush rabbits
from their holes ("ferreting out") and pursue
small pests like rats and mice.
At an auction at Christie's in London, three
condoms from the 18th century sold for
$1,500.
Walt Disney was once fired by a newspaper editor for lack of imagination.
Five Jell-o flavors that flopped:
celery, coffee, cola, apple and chocolate.
On average, 100 people choke to
death on ballpoint pens every year.

They're animated - the voices
behind the characters
• Kevin Bacon - Saito in Saito (1995).
• Walter Cronkite - Captain Neweyes in
We're Back! A Dinosaur's Story (1993).
•John Cusack - Dimitri in Anastasia (1997).
• Richard Dreyfuss - Centipede in James
and the Giant Peach (1996).

Oct. 11 , 1884 , [Anna] Eleanor Roosevelt,
humanitarian, diplomat, wife of 32nd U.S.
President Franklin Roosevelt d: 1962
Oct. 12, 1710, Jonathan Trumbull, patriot,
governor, friend of George Washington d:
1785
Oct. 13, 1961, Doc [Glenn Anton] Rivers,
Orlando Magic coach
Oct. 14, 1894, e. e. [Edward Estlin] cummings, poet, playwright d: 1962
Oct. 15, 1844,
Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche, philosopher d: 1900
Oct. 16, 1959, Tim Robbins, actor, director, writer

Quote of the Week
"The window to the world can be covered
by a newspaper."
-Stanislaw Lee, Unkempt Thoughts

APPlicauons available beginning October 51111.
For more information:

• come by the Orientation
center <SRC 227) or give
us a call at 823·51 os.

• Stop by the table in front
Of the su every Wed.

from 12:00pm to 1:00pm.
Applications due November
2nd at s:oopm.

Hooping it up at C-Day

Nutritional value
Integrity
EXcellence
Scholarship
community

HALEY CABRERA

I

100%
100%
100%
100%

CFF

Carly Scheiner hoola hoops during Communication Day at Lake Claire
on Oct. 5. The annual event is held for the entire Nicholson School of
Communication and hosted by Quotes, the AD/PR dub on campus.

Orientation Center - Unit of Academic Development and Retention - Student Development and Enrollment Services
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The return of philanthropy
It had been six months since the
university had last seen a Greek
philanthropy event, one of those
loud competitions between fraternities or sororities where it's likely to
see more than 500 students involved
in rowdy cheers and chants, and
where students are also likely to witness men in puffy afros and leisure
suits, or women in glitter, colored
hair and black pants.
Kappa Delta held their annual
Shakedown philanthropy last
Monday, holding to its promise of a
"Jackson" theme for the dance contest, where the audience overflowed
from the Pegasus Grand Ballroom.
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Teke) won the
Shakedown competition, as the fraternity moon-walked across stage in
matching black and white suits and
top-hats to "Smooth Criminal."
Teke also fulfilled the mandatory
puffy afro requirement, as another
portion of their dance featured "Beat
it," and a Michael Jackson clone in a
red leather jacket performed for the
audience.
Shakedown benefits the Arnold

Palmer Hospital, and raised money the bags full of canned goods.
through fraternity and sorority parWatermelon Bust is the largest
ticipant entry fees and donations.
canned good drive in the Orlando
Meanwhile, across campus in area.
the Lake Claire Recreation Area,
Shakedown · and Watermelon
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity held Bust were the first Greek communitheir annual Watermelon Bust phil- ty philanthropy events in six
anthropy event, which featured an months, and the enormous participaarray of melon-themed activities. All tion in the two could signal an
nine of the school's sororities partic- incredible year for service projects
ipated, both before and after and fund-raising among frate~ties
Watermelon Bust. In the weeks and sororities.
leading up to the event, sorority
members competed to raise over
50,000 pounds of canned food for
Twenty-five fraternity and
the Bread of Life Food Bank in sorority students defied their normal
Oviedo.
college sleeping habits and forced
Kappa Delta sorority won the themselves up at 7 a.m. on Sept. 29
day's actual contests, which includ~ to travel to a rain-soaked South
ed melon tosses, melon stack relays Orange Blossom Trail, where a
and melon helmet creations. house-building project awaited.
Lambda Chi brother (and red-head)
Though the set-up doesn't quite
Mike Hunsucker was especially sound enticing, students from seven
impressed at some of the creative different .fraternities and sororities
melon carvings, specifically one spent their Saturday working for a
designed and coddled as a ''Baby Habitat for Humanity effort to build
Hunsucker," complete with a flume 12 houses for 12 needy families.
of red hair.
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority sent the
Watermelon Bust, however, is most participants, and actually
more than just one day of craziness. worked together for a single house
Lambda Chi Alpha coordinates this built only by women.
campus event as part of the national
Throughout the rainy morning,
North American Canned Food students helped to dry wall and paint
Drive, and the event itself is held in · and dig holes. This won't be the only
the middle of a several-week-long Saturday morning used by Greek
Orlando food drive. Fraternity mem- students for the benefit of Habitat
bers blanket the Orlando communi- for Humanity, either. Justin Key, the
ty with empty bags advertising the fraternity member that organized
food drive for a later pick-up date, this all-Greek service project, has
and have in years past used the help already received interest from more
of elementary schools and boy scout than fifty students to participate in
troops to help distribute and collect another project on Oct. 27.

Habitat For Humanity

Around Campus
COMPil,ED BY

BECKI PANOFF

6realy featured writer for 'Writers in the Sun'
Lucy Grealy, author of "Autobiography of a Face," a New
York Times "Notable Book of the Year," is the first featured
writer in UCF's Writers in the Sun Series. She will read from
her work Oct. 11. at 1 p.m. in the UCF Art Gallery.

Thief caught at theater
On Oct. 4, 9:50 p.m., the UCF Police Department arrested
a white male by the name of Garry Lee Hodge, 44, (non-associate ). He was arrested at the Theater Building in attempts of
stealing a wallet from a backpack from a dressing room,
according to witness statements.
He was arrested by the Police Department in May of 1996
for similar thefts of employee's personal belongings. Hodge has
an extensive criminal history.

Campus water restrictions
Despite the recent rainfall, UCF continues to be under
water restrictions originally imposed by the St. Johns River
Water Management District earlier this year. Water levels still
have not returned to normal levels within Lake, Marion,
Orange, Polk, Seminole, and Volusia Counties.
All on campus are reminded to continue to be water conscious and wise.

Early Registration starts
Starting Monday October 8, students will be able to find
the Spring 2002 classes online at http://ClassSchedule.ucf.edu
Registration Appointments will be available from
POLARIS on October 15.
Also available will be the SASS Degree Audits after Oct.
19 (the last day to withdraw from Fall 2001 courses) and r.egistration will be available for Spring 2002 classes online through
POLARIS at httpS://polaris.ucf.edu. ·The audit will include
registration appointment day and time.

Presents the
•
•

CONSULTANTS FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

I'

11th Annual Etiquette Dinner
Friday, Nov. 9, 2001
7 p.m., Rosen Center

,The annual etiquette dinner is a formal four course meal. An
etiquette consultant shares the secret on everything from how
to properly introduce someone, to which fork is used first.

•
•
•

Sign up for tickets
October 11th-October 24th
in SU 208
Visit
http://osa,.ucf.edu/cel.btm or
e-ma,il us a,t cel@ucf.edu

•

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee
as allocated by the
Student Government Association

For more information contact
the Office of Student Activities
at 407-823-6471 or stop by SU 208

Give me liberty
or give me death
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

"They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary
safety deserve neither liberty nor safety."
-BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
It worries me that many people are willing to give up the liberties
that this country and our constitution grant them. After the recent ter.:
rorist attacks of Sept. 11, .everyone seems to be searching for more
safety, and that's understandable, but they seem to be willing to set
aside some of their liberties in the meantime.
It also bothers me that some are in favor of sending anyone of
Arab descent back to the Middle East. I agree that we should be a little safer than we were before Sept. 11, 2001. But, we should have
already been taking such precautions.
The U.S., just as other countries, should not harbor terrorists. But
we should not kick every Middle-Eastern looking person out of the
country.
Airports should provide safety to those traveling our airways.
They should be careful in checking people and their baggage, but
again, this is something that should have been taking place before the
attacks on our nation. We shouldn't perform full-body searches of each
person boarding airlines in the U.S. We shouldn't have heavily armed
National Guardsmen standing at every doorway either.
The government should search out terrorists and bring them to
justice. Prevent them from committing further atrocities. But they
have to do so without impending on citizens' rights. Sure we should
wiretap the phone lines of suspected terrorists, but we cannot go as far
as to tap all the lines that they "might" use.
In Washington, many streets surrounding the Capitol have been
closed. They've placed large concrete barriers around the Washington
Monument. They check the IDs of every employee entering the skyscrapers of major cities such as New York, Chicago and Atlanta. While
some feel a little safer from such actions, they are not realizing that
they are allowing their civil liberties to slowly be stripped of tQ.em.
It gives me great pride to see how Americans have banded together in the nation's time of need. We've raised our flags and donned our
patriotic garb. We've donated blood and money and held on to our
ever-plummeting stocks in order to help the market. We as Americans
need to protect ourselves and not allow the government to slowly take
away many of the civil liberties that make our nation what it is. We're
letting them do this out of fear, the fear that terrorists have instilled in
us.
If we allow this fear to cause us to over react and cheat ourselves
of the liberties that we hold so dear, then they have already conquered
us. They have won before a war has even begun.

We wan.t to know
Something on your mind?
Send us your letter to the editor
and let us know about it.
E-mail it to: editor@ucffuture.com
or log on to www.ucffuture.com
and click on 'letter to the edito
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No right to give blood
I would like to respond to Cary Summers'
opinion, "Gays restricted from blood donation."
Summers said, "Even though I hold a job,contribute to the economy, go to college and pay
taxes, I am refused the right to help out my country... " The rights of Americans are guaranteed in
the Constitution. I looked for the "right" to give
blood, but I was unable to find it. Does not giving blood subject him to unreasonable search?
Maybe the fact that he is even asked about his
sexual preference, when he tries to give blood is
an unreasonable search. Does not being allowed
to donate blood violate his freedom of expression? Maybe he is being restricted from expressing his patriotism. In many states, sodomy is still
illegal. Maybe asking his sexual preference violates his right to not self-incriminate.
While there are numerous creative ways to
assert that donating blood is a right, I am fairly
sure the Supreme Court has ever declared it
such. So, he has two choices: bring about a lawsuit, claiming a violation of his rights, or accept
that there is a difference between a right and a
personal desire.
Summers goes on to imply that banning men

CLAST requirements
We would like to respond to the Sept. 26 article by Krista Zilizi titled "Missing the CLAST can
delay senior's graduation." There was 'an implication that UCF did not do enough to make students
aware of the CLAST requirement. We would like to
show students that UCF exerts a considerable effort
to make CLAST information available to students
in many ways. If students choose to ignore these ·
sources of important university information, it
appears they also choose to place progress toward
graduation at an unnecessary risk.
The Florida State Board of Education mandated a basic skills test called the College Level
Academic Skills Test in 1984. It's rule specifies that
students who have earned 36 hours of upper-division credit but have not satisfied all four CLAST
subtests will be prohibited from enrollment in future
terms until the CLAST requirement has been saris- .
fied. CLAST is a mandated state requirement and
not something instituted by UCF. Although UCF
works very hard to get the word out, we still have
students _ who say they didn't know about the
requirement.
Below are some of the ways that UCF informs
students about the CLAST:
1) UCF orientations. At both freshmen and
transfer orientations, staff members introduce students to the CLAST. During the academic success
presentations, staff members mention CLAST and
the importance of satisfying this requirement early.
At the transfer orientations, there is a test office
information table wher.e students can pick up
CLAST brochures and an interest rotation sessioll'
that addresses the CLAST requirement.
2) New student open houses. Even before a
student decides to choose UCF, there is an opportunity to learn about CLAST. The student academic ·
resource center (SARC) attends open houses where
they distribute CLAST question and answer
brochures. In addition, there is an advisor present to
answer student questions.
3) UCF undergraduate catalog. Both the print-
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who have engaged in homosexual intercourse is
irrational because, "all blood that is collected is
tested anyway." These tests are not perfect, however. Anytime someone receives a blood transfusion, there is a risk of contracting HIV. But, the
U.S. government has decided to minimize that
risk by banning certain high-risk groups from
donating. Among the groups are prostitutes, IV
drug users, and immigrants from parts of Africa.
Are all these people being irrationally denied
their right to donate?
I am sorry that Summers feels he was unable
to help his country by a government that "only
seems to be interested in my monetary help."
But, I am sure the Red Cross and numerous other
agencies would .love to have him volunteer anytime.

- BRUCE MITCHELL SABIN
ed and online versions of the catalog give a dei:ailed
explanation of the CLAST requirement. As with all
university policies and procedures, it is the students'
responsibility to be knowledgeable about them. .
4) Student degree audit. One of the degree
requirements listed on the degree audit is the
CLAST and when students put off talcing it, a warning statement appears on the audit. A student's audit
indicates if any portion of the CLAST requirement
has or has not been satisfied.
5) Academic advisers. The SARC disseminates
the latest CLAST regulations and policies to both
the first year and college academic advisers.
6) Newsletters and publications. CLAST articles can be found in various newsletters and publications on campus such as the First Year Times,
Advisor Alert, Knight Quest, Admissions
Frequently Asked Questions newsletter, and many
others.
7) Websites. SARC, transfer services, and the
counseling & testing center all have detailed
CLAST information.on their web sites.
8) Schedule web guide. In the policies and procedures portion, there is detailed information about
the CLAST requirements.
As you can see by the above list, UCF really
tries to get the message out to students about the
CLAST. But if students choose not to read the documents wherein CLAST information is clearly outlined, than how can UCF or SARC be blamed? We
want students to know about the CLAST. To help
students pass the CLAST requirement, SARC
offers free tutoring, review sessions, practice manuals and computerized practice. All students are eligible to take the CLAST by the time they have
earned .18 credit hours. Simply sign up at the
Registrar's office, test office, or at SARC. If students
have any questions on the CLAST test or requirements, consult the UCF catalog or call SARC at
(407) 823-5130.

- CHRISTY SIDHU & DENNIS CONGOS
Student Academic Resource Center
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Faculty members
stealing from students
RYAN KRAUSMANN
STAFFWRITER

No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

'6,1
•:•

•
•

U.S. AIR FORCB

Still want to be like Mike?
MATTHEW COBBS

...

STAFF WRITER
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When.you think
of gracfuate school •••
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Think outside the box
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Minor crimes are being committed everyday on campus, and
for once, students are not to blame. Instead, the criminals are those
who are here to assist and educate you: the faculty and staff.
Everyday they are taking copies of the Orlando Sentinel that are
here for the students. And guess who pays for the papers? We do.
Last year $60,000 was spent out of the activity and service fee fund
for copies of the Orlando Sentinel. That's a lot of newspapers and
yet not once this semester have I been able to get one.
So, I need to ask a favor of my fellow students. Those of you
who get here at 8 a.m., whether that be for work or class or sheer
lunacy, need to keep an eye out for UCF employees. If you see one
using their employee smart card to get a paper, go right up to them
and say, "That paper is for students only." And then proceed to
wrestle them for it.
Don't be afraid to set a faculty or staff member straight. It is
. your tuition money that is paying their salaries in the first place. If
you didn't go to UCF, they would be out of a job. We, the students,
are the ones who need to be educated in the affairs of the world.
We need reading material so that we can sit through a three-hour
lecture on 19th century Russian literature. We need to know how
our friend is doing this season in that cold Minnesota air. So tell
those thieves to get their filthy hands off our papers.
If faculty and staff members are so peisistent on stealing the
newspapers, could they at least put them back on top of the vendor
when they are done? Do it for me. I'm a journalist and the Orlando
Sentinel is my textbook. It's the only free textbook I will ever get.

As a student in FAU's Master of Justice
Policy and Management program, you will
learn how to:
• Develop visionary leadership strategies
• Promote a positive climate for proactive change
• Use research results to solve problems and
make decisions
•Translate public policy into operating procedures
for police, courts and correctional agencies

; FtORIDA ATLANTIC ·UNIVERSITY
'. Boca Raton • Dania Beach • Davie • Fort Lauderdale • Jupiter • Port St. Lucie

!

(954) 7.~l-5.662 • www.fau.edu/dcj ..

So he's. back. Again. Michael Jordan announced that he is
returning to the NBA after a three-year hiatus.
He had retired in 1993 after winning three championships
and stating a desire to play baseball. He returned in 1995 and
went on to win three more championships with the Chicago
Bulls. He again retired in January 1999 and said he was 99.9
percent sure he would not come back again. Well, it has been
three years, and he recently announced that he is coming back to ·
play for tpe Washington Wizards.
The opinions on this comeback range from very excited to
downright disgust. There are several angles to look at it. He is
the arguably the greatest basketball player of all time and he
wants to play again, .so that is good for the fans. On the other
hand, some fans of basketball may not want to see him if his
return is in bad form, and he is simply not himself anymore .
He won six NBA championships, two Olympic gold medals,
countless scoring titles and annual league MVP awards. This is
a legacy that seems pretty hard to catch up with, and he certainly cannot expect to match those things playing for the lowly
Washington Wizards. Jordan said his return to the NBA is an itch
that needs to be scratched. It is not his desire to upstage the
younger generation of stars in the league. He simply wants to
play and teach.
· Jordan bought a large portion of the Wizards in 2000, and he
became president of operations for the organization. He watched
them win a pathetic 18 games last season and announced his
comeback officially Oct. 1. He is returning to help the Wizards
win games, to coach the younger players and continue playing
the game he has dominated. Watching the return of hockey legend Mario Lemieux last season triggered Jordan's desire to unretire again. He feels there is still some basketball left in his 38year-old body.
Michael Jordan was one of the greatest athletes of the 20th
·Century. He made basketball the game it is today, and his popularity remains unmatched with the exception of a few. His
return is.indeed exciting, but even more so it is curious. One has
to wonder exactly how's he going to do in the younger league it
is now. He will still able to score 20 to 30 points a night, but it
is uncertain if he'll still be fun to watch. His friend Magic
Johnson attempted the multi-comeback deal and was not successful at all.
In the grand scheme of things, this return is beneficial to
professional sports and undoubtedly uplifting to America as a
whole. People are looking for distractions and ways to ease the
pain of the recent tragedies. Simply put, a man referred to as Air
Jordan returning to the court is exhilarating and should be quite
fun to watch.

•
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Celebrities, in whose opinion?
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER .

I've only rriet one celebrity in my entire
life. I met her before she even qualified as a
celebrity - before her acrylic nails, artificial
boobs and over-bleached hair brought about
her "Oops, I did it again" success.
Nevertheless, I was still embarrassingly
excited about getting her autograph because
her first album turned me into a devout fan
for life.
Celebrating a Wednesday night at a
downtown club a few weeks ago, I was about
to meet my second celebrity, actually my second and third.
That evening, a noticeable crowd began
to collate in front of the bar, enough to turn
our attention away from our drinks to go
inspect the source of the commotion.
Immediately my friend recognized the two
guests who had attracted a swarm of girls at
the club. My friend identified them as Joey

Why were my friends, like many other
girls, ogling or ordaining these guys if they
thought were weren't attractive, charming or
talented? Because they were celebrities?
Celebrities are supposed to be, liked,
admired and recognized for their extraordinary talent that attracts fans and followers.
Fans like and admire their celebrities unconditionally, kind of the way parents love their
children.
But, it's not mandatory for someone to
be a fan of every celebrity. There is an adequate selection of celebrities in America to
pick and choose from. And when they run

and J.C. from NSync. Dressed in their least
impressive attire, their clothing was a far cry
from the appropriate dress that the club
demanded of their rest of their clientele. But
they were celebrities, apparently different
from the rest of us.
One friend of mine offered to buy Joey a
drink, which he declined. Another friend
complimented J.C. on his shirt. After they
were done kissing up to the pop-star gods,
they both agreed that' they found the boy band
members neither attractive nor charming, but
concurred the same sentiment, "Who cares,
they're famous?"

low, publicists and press agents will create
more. So if someone can't find one attractive
bone in NSync, find a reason in the world to
go to their concert, or bring themselves to buy
the quadruple-platinum CD, then why
become act like a fan when meeting them
face-to-face? Why feel obligated to pay them
some kind of reverence? This is not anarchy
and they are not royalty.
My intention's not to instigate hostility,
or encourage people to persecute celebrities
that they don't like. Simply, I would suggest
showing them the same courtesy that they
would to any other guest at a club. If a person's nature is to offer drinks to random, ugly,
slovenly-dressed club guests, so be it.
I felt no obligation to pay my reverence,
or become a temporary NSync fan. I couldn't
drudge up any feelings of admiration even as
I examined them face-to-face. Looking at my
empty glass, I was annoyed that their presence turned the task of filling my drink into a
hopeless ordeal.
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Pre-ordering for your graduation cap and gown can be made
in the UCF Bookstore the week'o/October 15-19 as well as at
the .UCF-Bookstore's f.lraduation Celebration on-October 24, 2001.
At this time, you may also order your graduation announcements.
Order your a~nouncemenis now, so they arrive on time.
We unconditk:Jnallygusrantee
that if you do not achieve
your desired score on your
first try we Will work with
)'Du until you dot · ·.
,Comprehensive 10-Sesslon Program
•Over 1,000 pages of Materials
• Unlimited FREE Repetition
•Complete One-Time Fee is $675

1·800•881·LIAI

Store hours are Monday-Thursday 8:00a.m.-7:00p.m.
Fruday 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m. and Saturday 10:00a.m.-2:00p.m

Bookstore
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UCF Bookstore
·4000 Central Florida Blvd Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407j 823-2665
Fax (407) 823-6282
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Place your ad today! 407-365-7656 (classified@UCFfuture.com)
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Services

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

1. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the

Personals
Travel
.Miscellaneous

merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selHng. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not include a price.

Full-time or part-time Receptionist needed
for Oviedo Veterinary Clinic. Must have good
people skills. Flexible hours. Call
407-366-7323. Located at 45 Alafaya Woods
Blvd - Publix Plaza near World Gym.
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

$QUICK CASH$
Earn up to $700 a week or morel Send $5.00
and a self addressed, stamped envelope to
K.M. Hill, PO Box 780324
Orlando, FL 32878

NEED MONEY?
Flexible pay & flexible hours
Meet people and havefon
Don't miss out!
Call Matt@ 407-896-4095
BASSIST WANTED
for established power/metal
band. Influences include: Tool,
Godsmack, Pantera, Incubus.
Call Dave@ 407-977-5846.
Brown's Gymnastics seeking part-time cheerleading-gymnastics coach at Winter Park location. Ability to coach and spot cheerleading
and tumbling. Fax resume to
407-869-0774. For more information contact
Sandy 407-869-8744.
E-Commerce
Flexibility and Income
Internet-based business
www.executive7.mybigplanetusa.com
Click on opportunity

Make $$$ - Low Risk, High Return
by placing ads in local newspapers. For
more information call 407-766-5494.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services, a subsidiary of Citigroup is
looking to hire 4-5 students. High ·
compensation potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin@ 1-866-208-3263.

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average
$7-22/br. Call 407-897-1146.

www.money4opinio~s.com

$$WANT SOME$$
AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTI-MlLLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER

407-896-4095
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology'
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you lhe.rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.
Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.

a~

perfect h
mate"

EGG DONORS NEEDED
$7500.00

Country Female Vocalist Daytona House
band in need of a female vocalist. Friday and
Saturday night work; $90 per night (5 hours).
Please contact Dale at: (407) 438-4707
cbanceroper@hotmail.com
The MONY Group, Inc. seeks PT
telemarketers. Earn up to $20/hr. Call Dr.
Echols at (407) 849-0560 ext. 1274.
Babysitter/Nanny wanted
Mon, Wed, Fri for beautiful 7 month old boy.
UCF area. Please call for more details.

Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so caU today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfuhdraiser.com
FUN PROMOTIONAL JOBS
$10/hr to give away cool new products
Promogirl.com

FOR SALE
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.
Tired of looking like every other Jabroni
you see? Well, check out bowlingsbirt.com
We have what you need to be cool. Bowling
Shirts are sexy, buy one.

(Plus all expenses)
We have many infertile families in
need of compassionate women in
order to realize their dream of
having a child. We are seeking
women who are intelligent,
between ages 18-28, physically fit
and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
If you desire to help a family and
would like more information
please contact u.s.

1-800-264-8828
darlene@aperfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com

classifieds@UCFfuture.com

Payruent Methods

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it eru;y for readers to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions .

Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
NEED TO SELL
SONY STEREO - 5 disc changer, dual-cas~
sette, receiver, speakers, great condition,
$200.00 or best offer. ZENITH 27 inch TV
w/remote, great condition. $140.00 or best
offer. Call Rachel at (407) 894-7268 for more
information and delivery options.

FoRRENT

a

1996 Chevy S-10 King Cab
5 speed, cold air, 63 k miles, bedliner, only
$5,500. (407) 366-8611.
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

Large Headline: (9pt)
I
.

1

75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

New Daycare in Oviedo
Precious Years Childcare & Preschool
Structured Learning Environment

Special Rates for UCF Students and Faculty
(407) 971-0288

1065 E. Broadway, Suite 1
Oviedo, FL 32765

Room for Rent
New 3 bedroom home on Lake/Gated
community 6 min. from UCF
campus/$475.00/montb includes utiJ/
non-smoking/no pets/
sec. system/furn/pool/tennis courts
941-461-5101 407-482-3202.

Long Distance Services
4.5 cents per minute (cpm), no monthly
fees. Calling card 6.9 cpm, pay monthly,
Dial Around to US and Puerto Rico 4 cpm,
Lowest worldwide rates on prepaid calling
cards 2 cpm to China, 4 cpm Brazil, 27.8

Room for rent! Looking for responsible
female roommate. $400 per month/$250
deposit. Casselberry area 11 miles from UCF.
CaU Karen at 407-234-7532.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

MENDEL VILLAS APTS.
2 Bedroom/ 2 1/2 bath townhouse w/ garage
$650.00 now available. Within walking
distance to campus.

SERVICES
Let us help you plan your next outing Horseback Riding. River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL
HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe:. 407-320-8033.

•

Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of
changing your major? Need a tutor? Call
Virginia at 407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo
- l 5 years Experience - Reasonable Rates Flexible Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construclion Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the month.
5 pm ENG. II" 181

Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night5:15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.·
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
Bolemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

The SKIN SPECIALIST - Men & Women
Clearer skin after J st visit
Discreet & Affordable
Medical Peels & Acne Cleaning
PCS 407-414-9208 FB0716406

MISC.
Egg Donors Needed

ON

Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/ Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonatioQ.~om

CAJHPUS

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union

Alatava Chiropractic center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
• Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
• Massage TherapiAvailable (MM6063)

Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stonmyoutbreaks.co.uk

Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

•

TRAVEL

281-0900
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SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

Psychic Palm Reader and Advisor
'"Readings by <Taylor

-*

"ll

1987 Acura, Integra

BUSINESS - FINANCE

PARTIES &

SOCIAL GATHERINGS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

4 dr, auto, cold air, l 20k miles, $2,800, obo.
Call (407) 366-8611 or (407) 592-7992.

9:00 AM - 10:30 PM
42 SOUTH DEAN RD.

407-737-7793

IACE TRAVEL
TE-L.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

WILL ADVISE' YOU QN
LOVE - MARRIAGE

ORLANDO, FL 32825

:~,,~_} , 0 OFF WITH ~TUDENT

1-D

&

Herpes? STD's? Fungus Problem?
Colloidal Silver is the safe, effective,
inexpensive answer!
Colloidal silver safely, quickly and permanently eliminates all virus, all bacteria and all
fungus on contact! Whether outside or inside
your body. No known side effects. One quart,
$39.00 pure atomic silver, 50 ppm. The Silver
Lining Co., 100 Baxter St, Hot Springs, AR
71913.
·pburbutes@iopener.net
Distributors needed.

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate ofUCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College

AVAILABLE FOR

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
7 5¢ extra

One Issue:
One Month:
I One Semester:
Bolding:

Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

cpm India. http://aard.itgo.com
Female Models Wanted
18 - 25 Years old
Weight: 100 - 120
Height 5 - 5'10"
For Lingerie Photo + Video Portfolio Demo's 407-898-7900

407-737-3098 ask for Hope.
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!

407-365-7656 '

Noon on Friday prior to publication

How to. Write a Good Classified Ad

On Campus

HELP WANTED

Deadline

How to Place an Ad
By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
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Sorry you had to
see that. I always
forget to put Mikey
in his cage before
Yeah .. what was
company arrives.
~----. _ _ _ _ ,that about anyway?

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE•

Actually, I told them that you were nice ...
I should have told them that you're also
very pretty, really cool, and, as far as I
can tell, smart '!nd charming...

A-1~

You forgot that I'm a
cheerleader and the
president of my
sorority...

Mikey bet Jojo that
you were ugly. He
Didn't you tell them
lost five bucks....
that I was cute

NNNOOOOOO!!!

That was s'posed to be a joke, y'know...

._JJ1/
I!

¥

Unlimited nights and weekends
for as low as $19.99/monthplus
50 Any-time minutes! *
OFFER GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Two thieves
and a
little lady
FROM PAGE

.

~...-.
'

Authorized Agent of

:-: .cingu tar·.
WUtlLESS

\Nhat do you have to say?-

While Thornton and Blanchett are
quite good, the same can only be
said conservatively for Willis.
While Willis is a good actor, here
he seems somewhat remote and
quite honestly dull. It is almost as
if he thought he was still doing
Unbreakable in which his character shared a similar demeanor.
Then again, in Bandits he is supposed to be the tough guy, the
brawn of the team and therefore
not exude as much personality as
Thornton. With this in mind,
maybe Willis's performance is
exactly what the director Barry
Levinson wanted for the character.
It would have been better if Willis
displayed some more of the
charisma audiences have seen in
his past efforts.
As far as the rest of the film,
the comedy is usually very funny
but not exactly memorable. Sure,
everyone can remember what
Cameron Diaz's "Mary" used for
harr gel, but only those with picture perfect memories
be able
to quote lines from Bandits.
Levinson's direction is sharp as
can be expected; this is the guy
who brought greats such as Rain
Man and Sleepers to the screen.
Bandits' largest strength is the fact
that is crosses ~enres. The film
will appeal to almost everyone and
is a perfect date movie. Enough
action for the guys and enough of
that other stuff women like. This
movie will never be on the top 100
lists, but then again the minds
behind it were not aiming for such
glory. It is worth checking out.

will

Ericsson A1228d

Motorola V2397

Only $9.99

Onlv $29.99*

After $20. Rebate*

Orlando
, Casselberry (3385 us Hwy17-92)
Sanford (2201 South French Ave.)
Orange City (Market Shop. Ctr.)

..

A-20

FR~E

407·897·2111
407-830-8001
407-328-8385
386·774-0469

DELIVERY!

•Umired time offer. Offe~ may Require the use of a digital or TOMA Dual Mode/Dual Band-IRDB phone. Wireless service ls subjec+ to credit approval, activation fee and eartv canc:ellatlon fees. A connection charge
networi< swd'laroe will apply during any month In which landline-termlnated cafls originate from a wireless phone. Service plans l'!!QUire a 12-month agreement. Promotional Phones require a 2-yr. Agreement. Call
subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, unive<Sal service fees or other exactions. Activation fee will apply. Airtime in excess of package minutes Is charged_per minute rate from $.15 tD $.SO. Last month's charges are
not prorated. Airtime billed in one-minute increments. Multt-Jletwork phone and Cingulat Long Distance is required. Night hours a11 from 9 pm to 7 am and weekend hours are from 9 p.m. on Friday until 7 a.m. on
Monday, Unlimited Nights & Weekends. pertains to the local calling area only. Certain other conditions and restrictions apply, see contract for details .. angular logo and What do you have to say? Are servi~ markets of
Ongular Wireless LLC 2001 Cingular Wireless LlC.
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school park failing to pick up
behind his dog. Murphy is a dogdroppings activist and, in addition
to video cameras, has recently used
global positioning satellite equipment to show that, at one time four
months ago, there were 663 piles in
the park. Murphy had been on the
issue for more than five years
before moving into electronic
strategies. ·

Lead stories
Bob Hunter, the Liberal Party
candidate for a Toronto City
Council seat in September, lost
but managed a respectable 36
percent of the vote considering
the disclosure late µi the campaign of a book he wrote 13 years
ago about an ar-0und-the-world
excursion that placed him having
group sex with underage girls in
Thailand. The book cover
described the stories as "all true,"
but Hunter now says the sex part
was just a middle-aged man's
fantasy to make a satirical point
about the "collapse of Eastern
culture and the decadence of
Western culture."
Two former faculty members
at the University of South Florida
medical school settled religious
discrimination lawsuits with the
school in August, lawsuits based
on acts by their department's former chairman, Dr. James
Rowsey, an eye surgeon of some
note. Rowsey had practiced such
faith-based governance as denying researchers equipment based
on religious admonitions from
his wife, whom he considered a
·prophet, and then pressuring
complaining faculty members to
actually pray that the university
administration will increase the
department's budget.
In September, Kmg Mswati
III of Swaziland, faced with a
dramatic
AIDS
epidemic,
ordered all teen-age girls to
abstain from sex for five years
and to wear tassels of green and
yellow to make it easier for men
to avoid them (under threat of a
fine, for man and woman both, of
either one cow or about $250).
Married teens are exempt but
must wear tassels of red and
black.

Clowns gone bad
The recently retired Quacky
the Clown (Jacob L. Tarner, 53)
was arrested in August and
charged with molesting a 10year-old girl last year in his vehicle, which was just over the
Michigan side of the Indiana
state line; in Indiana, the maximum sentence is 45 years, but in
Michigan, he faces
life.
However, a judge in Moline, ill.,
acquitted Chuckles the Clown
(Kimble McLain, 42) in
September; he had performed at a
Wal-Mart with his genitals clearly visible but convinced the judge
that he had no idea that ·his zipper
was down until someone told
him. And Smiley the Clown
(Christopher Bayer, 29) dutifully
reported back to jail in
Riverhead, N. Y., in August when
his bail was revoked on childmolesting charges because a
judge had misread state law by
releasing him.
The
Atlanta
JoumalConstitution reported in July that
a woman had commenced lawsuits against the Atlanta Braves
and outfielder Andruw Jones for
an injury to her head from a ball
Jones had flipped into the stands.
Jones said he was doing what
many players do as a reward to
spectators by tossing a ball,
caught for the third out in an
inning, to the usual crowd of beg-

ging fans. Said teammate
Brian Jordan, "We're trying to give people souvenirs and now some
lady wants to sue."
In July, the parents of
the late University of
Florida student Matthew
Kaminer filed a lawsuit against
the Eckerd drugstore chain and
the manufacturer of the powerful
painkiller OxyContin, after
Kaminer died of an overdose of
the drug that a friend of his had
stolen from an Eckerd store. The
parents claim that Eckerd should
have protected its supply of
OxyContin better so their son
never would have been tempted
to ingest it.

Courthouse follies
In April, police in Carmel,
Calif., arrested Pinellas County
(Fla.) Circuit Judge Charles Cope
(who was in town for a judicial
conference) after he allegedly
opened a locked hotel room door
at 1 a.m., occupied by two
women he had met earlier in the
day, and tried to enter. Cope, who
headed his court's family-law
section at the time, said the whole
thing was a "huge misunderstanding," but the adult woman
and her mother said they believe
Cope found or took their key during their earlier conversation. In
September, after deliberating on
a plea bargain for several months
Cope refused to take it, and pros~
ecutors added battery and other ·
charges·.
In July the Mississippi Court
of Appeals overturned a divorce
court decision, ruling that Alice
Susan King and Jack Bodne
should stay married because all
Kmg did was prove Bodne was
rude and unkind, which is short
of the legal standard of "cruel and
inhuman." Kmg said she could
no· longer tolerate Bodne's crude
jokes, cussing, and other behavior that humiliated her.
In August, a Florida court of
appeals heard arguments on a
third contempt-of-court order by
Palm Beach judges against a
lawn care company owned by a
cast of characters resembling that
in a Carl Hiaasen novel but
including superstar New York
lawyer David Boies, who has
been supplying legal firepower, ·
unsuccessfully, against a rival
lawn care firm (whose owner
represents himself in court).
Boies' company, Nical, alleged
that rival Scott Lewis broke a
1996 contract, and things have
gone back and forth since then
with a second Nical owner appar~
ently violating multiple court
orders. Besides Boies, Nical's
owners are a convicted top-drawer Miami marijuana smuggler
and the frisky ex-wife of a
Guatemalan textile manufacturer

arm-biter/licker who has
been preying on women off
and on ( 13 reported attacks)
for nearly a year.

presented by
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Least competent
criminals

ACROSS FROM UCF!

(a woman who was described by
one California clothing buyer as a
"sex nazi" because she used him as
her "sexual tool" in exchange for
overlooking various invoices).

In July, airport security guards
in Tam.pa busted illegal Peruvian
immigrant Maria Riano after she
had approached a Continental
Airlines counter to buy a ticket to
Newark, with eight bulging duffel
bags behind her. Apparently new at
the smuggling game, Riano froze
on the standard airline-traveler
question, "Did you pack your own
b~gs?" When she snapped, "Why
do you need to know that?" airport
security was summoned and found
about $25,000 worth of shoplifted
upscale clothing in the duffel bags.

People with issues
With female undercover police
officers
roaming
downtown
Cincinnati in July looking for him,
Anthony Searles, 42, was arrested
after allegedly tossing his saliva by
hand on the clothed backside of one
of the officers. Someone, allegedly
Searles, had been tossing spit at
well-dressed women on the street
for several days before that. A
detective guessed that it was a "sexual fetish," noting Searles' long sexoffense arrest sheet. And in Dallas
police admitted in June they still
had no leads in capturing the serial

Dog-cleanup patrol goes
high tech
In July, ajury in Boulder, Colo.,
quickly acquitted Patrick Murphy,
50, of harassing an unhygienic dog
owner whom he had videotaped at a

Also, in the fast month ...
The sheriff's office apologized
to Adelberto Ruiz Hasselmyer for
mistakenly arresting him, a 5-foot
8-inch, 360-pound black man, who
was somehow confused with fugitive Jorge Adaberto Ruiz, 5 feet 4
inches,
150 pounds, white
(Orlando, Fla.). The Thorupgaarden
nursing home said it regularly
shows pornography on its in-house
TV channel because it relaxes
patients (even some women) as
effectively as drugs, but is cheaper
(Copenhagen, Denmark). A jury
recommended that Keith LaJuan
Jones, 44, convicted in a serious
road-rage dragging incident, serve
750 years, and the judge added 300
(Oklahoma
City).
Michael
McMillian, accused of DUI, sat
patiently pn the stand while his
lawyer reached over and removed
McMillian's glass eye in order to
undermine the arresting officer's
claim that McMillian had appeared
"glassy eyed," but the judge convicted him anyway, saying the other
one was glassy, too (Philadelphia).
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The cows just want the best for you. That's why ·
they're recommending Chick-fil-N' Nuggets. Tender,
bite-sized pieces of whole, white breast meat No
parts. So try some today The great taste will enrich
not only your llfe but the lives of the cows as well.
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THan a FILav... an C!XFIC!~ranca

It's your typical small town with rumo~, pride in
work and fascination with newcomers. ~ongst
STAFF WRITER
this small populatio~ is a brain-injured boy, Buddy
aptivating. Speechless. Warm. A play, a per- Layman, who is terrified of the water (the reason
.
fonnance that touches your soul and tickles will become clear after seeing the performance) and
your heart, leaving one searching for words _has the gift of predicting the weather, locating water
non-existent in the English language to describe with a divining rod. Ironically, this boy develops a
what they encountered in Stage Two of UCF's bond with a stranger to the town, C.C. Showers,
Theatre building. All of this as a result of Theatre who is an ex-preacher running away from his divine
. UCF's current production of James
duties.
Leonard Jr.'s "The Diviners."
The story of "The Diviners" can
The first aspect of the show that
only attribute so much to the final
attributes to his astounding nature is
product, so much of a productions
its set. The entire play is done
success lies in the hands of the
amongst no more than fifty or sixty
actors. And I must say that I was
bloWn away and impressed, utteraudience members with the characters
playing within arms length on two
ly impressed. The power, the paswooden platforms, a few barrels, a
sion, the believability behind
screen in the backdrop, and a variety
every performer was astounding.
of lighting. Much is left to the audiGranted, this somewhat of an
ence's imagination, yet it all seems so
expectation in any play, somereal, from nonexistent thunderstorms,
thing about this cast stood out.
"The Diviners" is a tale of unity,
to a river, to birds flying in the sky.
The technical work done in this
good intentions and a powerful
production is simple to the eye, yet
account of struggles with fear and
impressive in its effect and quality.
change, it is not an easy task to
Set in the backcountry of 1930s " " - - - - H..A.LEY CABRERA / CFF captivate an audience to sympalndiana, the feel of being in rural
thize with such issues.
America is present the minute the audience sits in
One actor must be singled out and that is Nick
their seat. The most powerful addition to the pe1;for- Sprysenski . who masterfully became Buddy
mance is the vocals emanating from behind the Layman. He depicted this character so naturally it
audience seats. Deep, passionate; soul music is was difficult to imagine he was acting. Spysenski
background to scene changes and specific scenes, became Buddy Layman, physically, emotionally
making the audience members feel a part of the and mentally; that is no easy feat. Spysenski along
town events that they are witnessing. (Kudos to with the rest of "The Diviners'" cast and crew took
those talented singers responsible for that effect.) a piece of each audience members' heart with them
This information may seem confusing for those not as they walked away after their performance. I recfamiliar with-the story behind "The Diviners."
ommend, no, I strongly suggest supporting this proThis play tells the tale of the forty people living duction, whether you are a theatre buff or not, you
in a small town of Indiana called Zion in the 1930s. will be after you witness this professional show.
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That

was not the case with Sum 4 l when
they kicked _off the "Tour of the
Rising Sum" at House of Blues Oct.

' f*clcing .fed .shirt. Why aren't you
f*cking s.itfgi,ng al6ng?
Suro dpde #2 "Yeah, are you. ;
s.uch a ·t'*cekwg loser that you:"don't
.know U.e.Pqcl,cing,words?"
·
And fiie.~mes'of that
,each song' is supposed to make me
bust a gut? Theh' efforts to act .like ·
bad assey made them fall flat on their:

between

asses. After awhile I tried to tune
them out.

1Jle onl;y:relief from Sir-Cuss~A
The band does not totally suck by , Lot and his ~ourt of jesters was>the
any means. The problew, is they music itself; Sum 41 does sound
came off as Canadian copycats of gooo live, better than Blink actually.
previous tour mates Blink 182. The I have to give them props for that.
comparison is noticeable while lis- And they do know their metal music,
te:Aing to the All Killer No Filler as they proved by having people ip '
album. However, that does nofooth.. the aud1ence name heavy metal
erme because! am a huge.Blink 182 groups fof them.to perform instrnfan and love that type of music.
mental s'itlppets of.
What crossed the line was the
Another strong point of their per<lialogue between the lead singer and
one of the guitar p~yers. They were
trying to pull off Tom and Mark's
(from Blink) little routine of talking
nonsense back and foi;th while getting the audience involved. Those
who saw Blink perform at the UCF
Arena or elsewhere know what I am
talking about Their potty humor is
one of the highlights of Blink' s
show. The difference between the
two groups' dialogues comes down
to this: Blink is actually funny, while
Sum is as annoying as driving in cir-

formance is the rapping they integrate into their set The drummer
takes center stage to showcase his
rhymes. He also demonstrates his
screaming vocals on "Pain For,,. i
Pleasure,'' the .mullet-enhanced mini ·
song featured at the end of the "Fat
Lip" video. If punk ever goes out of
style at least they have something to
fall back on.
e.
The bottom line .is less talk and
more rock would turn Sum 41's
shows into something more enjoyable instead just tolerable.
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Waterford Lakes Town Center~
Fall Festival 2001
/
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Daily Prize Drawings *Clowns* Face Painting * CarnivafGames
Local Artwork* Live Music * Contests * Balloons * And More!

at

Waterford Lakes Town Center

Thursday, October 18

6-10pm

Sit back, relax and unwind to the sounds of T.Scott Walker as we
celebrate the coming of Fall and the beginning of our Fall Festival.
Plenty of fun for the entire family!

Friday, October 19

7-10pm

Rock with Orlando's very own, Cider! You've seen them at Hard Rock
Live ... now enjoy them as we celebrate the grand opening of our
newest store, Levi's I Dockers Factory Store by Designs.

Saturday, October 20

7-10pm

Grab a burger, order a shake, and get ready to rattle-n-roll to the tunes
of Big Slick and the Greasers as we celebrate the grand opening of
America's favorite small town diner, Johnny Rockets!

Sunday, Octob~r 21

1-Spm

Bring the whole family out to a day of fun activities, great entertainment, and shopping. Sing along to the tunes of Lucky Dog Band and
let the kids go wild riding the train and having their faces painted.
**Register to win great prizes provided by some of our merchant
partners, including All American Hot Dogs, Artistreet,
Cookies by Design, Hallmark, Living Quarters, Merle
Norman, Panera Bread, Party Land, Planet Beach,
Regal Cinema, Scrapbook Headquarters, Subway, Supernails,
Super Target and Zany Brainy!

Waterflrrd LaMf
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E
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sim/iy tho best. o!J:wing them ir

A taste from south of the border
WE GET tr. 1HEY DONT.

AMANDA ANCES
STAFF WRITER

E

ating out is a big part of college life. With
such hectic lives, pizza, burgers and chicken nuggets seem like an easy excuse for a
meal. Eventually, these choices become tiresome
and a dinner dilemma occurs. Don Pablo's is great
alternative, offering a wide variety of traditional
Mexican dishes at reasonable prices.
Don Pablo's welcomes customers with a casual atmosphere. The restaurant resembles a small
Mexican village. The bar area is decorated with
· colorful awnings and lights,
while flowing fountains,
green plants, paintings and
Mexican signs decorate the
dining room.
After being seated, each
table receives a complimentary bottomless bowl of
chips and salsa. The sauce is
pretty mild, but it is recommended to get a glass of "agua" now. Cheese dip,
called the Queso, is available for the· chips and
costs about four dollars. Although it is tempting,
do not fill up on this tasty snack.
The appetizer menu is full of traditional
favorites, such as quesadillas, nachos and a
Mexican sampler. These generous dishes range in
price from $4 to $10. The chicken quesadillas,
stuffed with cheese, onions and peppers, are flaky
and flavorful. Like most of the appetizers, this dish
can serve as an entire meal.
Don Pablo's offers many varieties of fajitas,
tacos, enchiladas, chimichangas and burritos.
Customers have the option of beef or chicken fillings: Those who can't decide between two choices can opt for the Three Amigos, which includes
one chicken, one beef and one cheese enchilada.
Each plate comes with refried beans and Mexican
rice. These delicious favorites go for $6 to $12.

Most are also available in smaller portions on the
lunch menu.
Salads are also definite possibilities for a meal.
There are four varieties of salads, priced at $8 or
less. The Fajita Salad Pepita, Grilled Chicken
Salad and Grilled Caesar Salad each seem very
similar, with only one or two items distinguishing
them from each other. The salads include a variety
of lettuce, tomatoes, cheese, Mexican sauces,
chicken or steak. The Fiesta Salad is served in a
flour tortilla bowl, which
makes it stand out among the
rest.
Although it may be hard to
leave room for dessert after
the scrumptious entrees, there
are a few sweet treats available. The Chocolate Volcano
greatly lives up to its name.
JoE KALEITA / CFF
Chocolate cinnamon cake
makes up the base of the dessert, while vanilla
bean ice cream sits on top. "Lava," or chocolate
butter sauce, surrounds the bottom of the plate.
"La Cantina" offers many classic Mexican
drinks. Pina Coladas, Strawb~rry Daiquiris,
Sangria and more than five varieties of Margaritas
are available. Some drinks offer non-alcoholic
versions.
Don Pablo's is a great place to go for someone's birthday. After the meal, waiters parade
through the restaurant, clapping their hands and
singing happy birthday. As if that is not enough
embarrassment, the server also brings over a sombrero for the birthday person to wear. Don't worry,
it is all worth it when you taste the birthday Iron
Skillet Pie, a Mexican style pie a la mode.
Located at 11400 University Blvd., Don
Pablo's is great for an enjoyable, yet inexpensive
meal.
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KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER
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ou can bet that Butterfly
. Jones' debut too, but overall it's a more upbeat record than
album, Napalm Springs, marks the I've ever made."
beginning of a renaissance. Their contriThe music is a breath of fresh air. Not blissbution to the music world is a component to a fuJ enough to be as cutesy as the Barenaked
neo-psychedelic movement, a resurrection of the Ladies nor pessimistic or angry enough to be
feel-good music dating back to 'the 1960s. In considered rock, Butterfly Jones chooses to
other words, when you first listen to this album, deliver a harmonious blend of poppy alternative.
you will feel a little confused and harbor an The lyrics are way above average, simplistic and
overwheltning urge to role your eyes, especially _ whimsy, but still with substance. "Wonder/'
when your parents start bobbing
written by Gurley, asks, "Where did
their heads and reminiscing about
we come-from? Where are we going
Woodstock '69. Don't take that_to? Is it all a dream, oris it all so very
fii;st impression too seriously;
true?'' There are a few tracks where
after the second time through, the
the music makes the lyrics work.
album sounds a lot better.
such as ''Sunshine and Ecsta.sy.'1 You
Butterfly Jones' music may be
would think "Sunshine and Ecstasy,
about thirty years •past th~ir expipeace, love, sex, and be free, fr.ee,
ration date, but tllaf doesn't mean
free" would not make a very good
cb.orus, especially after being repeatit's stale.
Althoqgh Napalm Springs is their debut ed apout 15 times. However, Butterfly Jones
'filbum, B-q,ttetfly .Jones .is no stranger fo the somehow manages to make it work.
Out of 14 tracks, there really isn't a break in
music biz. Michael Gurley, the guitarist/vocalist
of the band., is the former front man of dada, a ,, the good &tu.ff that Butterfly Jones presents u.s
Los Angeles rock band that was thrown awards with. Napalm Springs opens with the title track,
and hono.rs like nobody's business. You may whicb begins softly with a few hypnotic guitar
remember their 1993 hit, "Dizz ·Knee Land." melodies but glides. into a strong chorus.
Four cri*ally acclaimed albums later, Gurley. "Suicide Bridge" incorporates stringed instrualong with .fellow ~da member "Phil ~avitt, ments.into a really lulling tun:~, cqmplete with a
went on to take their hallucinogenic music into great" vocal part. The album's fifst singfo,
the new millennium. Thusr Butterfly Jones was "Anywhere but Now,'14s the most mainstream of
born.
the sdhgs; on the- verge of being considered alter"It's a pretty hopeful album," Gurley says of native rock. "Sunshine and Ecstasy" soundS the
Napalm Springs. "for exampl~, 'Alrighf was most.vintage of any of the tracks, sounding like
written in the wake of some ptetcy' heavy per- the Beach Boys in an alt~red state of conscioussonal stuff. There's a. lot of reflection on this ness. This album is worth a shot. Your parents
record about difficult times artd <Zoming out on would be proud.
the other side of it. Don't worry though, there's
'plenty of twisted sarcasmand c~dsm on there, Grade: A
~

, Think everv travel
agencv understands
vvhat you need?
Guess again. lucky
for you, we do.
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3050 AJafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666
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( 3/4 mile North of UCF )

Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladies & Gentlemen
We want to show you our new facility and our excellent services

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!

*Get 50°/o off all services on or B4 your BirthDay*
(Some services required, call or See store for details)
(O(i)(OO)(OO)~(l)(l)(OO)(l)(l)fOOlID(l)(l)(1}{.0(l)(f)(1){00)(00)(00)(00IDCD

$10.00 OFF EUROPEAN FACIAL
Q)(D(l)(OO) $ S.00 OFF WITH TIIlS AD EXp. 10/31/2001 mtD<OOHDCOO)(l)
<OOl(OO)(i)(OO)(j)(l)(i)(i)
Minimum $15.00 service
Cl)(OO}(OO)(OO)(OO)(j)(j)

6:00

PM
..-,

8 7{M, 10:30 71M, 12:-10

PM
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Greek
marketplace
6 Brits' raincoats
10 Strike with an
open hand
14 Man's man
15 Sonic
boomerang
16 Lorne's land
17 ln~ect stage
18 Table extension
19 Thoroughly
corrupt
20 Characterizes
22 Majestic
24 Down in the
dumps
25 Brit's gun
26 Elected off.
27 Church key
32 Kuwait's ruler
33 And not
34
rabbit
38 Zhivago's love
39 Dirties
42 Insect stage
43 QB Dilfer
45 Cat tail?
46 Touch against
47 Emcees
51 UFO crew
54 Speaker of
baseball
55 Mongrel
56 Cocktail dash
58 Singer Etheridge
62 NYC theatrical
award
63 Kettofthe
comics
65 Homer
66 Pleasant city in
France?
67 Witnessed
68 Mr. T's group
69 Chatters
70 Ash or ice
follower
71 Salamanders

r

DOWN
1 Eager
2 Ready for the
action
3 Norwegian saint
4 Official enrollee

•
NSU

NOVA
SOUfHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

Health Professions Division
3200 South University Drive
Ft. Lauderdale (Davie)

Meet faculty, admissions representatives, and
financial aid advisors, and learn about our programs.
Campus tours will be given every fifteen minutes.
Special informational sessions will be scheduled.

Annual Open House
Sunday, October 28, 2001
1:00 - 4:00 pm

1:00 - 2:15 pm
Osteopathic Medicine Physician Assistant
Pharmacy
Financial Aid
Physical Therapy

2:30 - 3:45 pm
Public Health
Optometry
Occupational Therapy Dental Medicine
Biomedical Sciences Financial Aid

For more information,
please call toll free

1-800-356-0026,
ext.1101
or visit our website at

www.nova.edu

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color and national or ethnic origin. Nova
Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097; Telephone number 404-679450 I) to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.

10/10/01

© 2001 Tribune Media Services, Inc
AR rights reserved.

5 Unmelodious
6 Tillis and Torme
7 Top marksman
B Pure
9 Muffle
10 Edttor's note
11 Sweetheart
12 Nimble
13 Nonmalignant
growth
21 Utopias
23 All over again
25 Short races
27 Big swig
28 Moreno or Epps
29 Wearout
30 Tic-tac-toe win
31 Return to one's
country of birth
35 Service station
job?
36 Incite
37 Derby and fedora
40 Flight from the
law
41 Open spot
44 Carryall

Please see
answers on
Page A-12
48 Stem
49 Hatt or step

57 PGAprops
58 More than a few

ending? ·
50 Ottoman ruler
51 Jet black
52 Shinbone
53 Item in the mud?

59 Slumgullion or
goulash
60 Chair
61 Weapons
64 Oolong or hyson
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by Donald Faison who might look familiar as Tracy from the
WB series "Felicity." Why Faison would rather be on this
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

9:30 p.m. on Oct. 2, NBC.unveiled its newest comedy on the Tuesday night lineup, ''Scmbs." Not yet
ust-See-TV material, Tuesday nightis the perfect
place to put this Thursday night-aspiring show. However
with an eclectic ensemble of quirky characters and a vivid
irnaginaiio~ this new half-hou,r comedy could survive the
blOOdthirsfy environment that is television.
"Scrubs 11· follows the trials and tribulations of,first year
medical intern J.D. Dorian played by Zach Braff. Dorian
earns tbe nickname "B~bi" right away because of bis
queasiness and reluctance to touch patients. A medical stu~
dent who has a problem with needles and blood? Let ·the
craziness begin. One scene in particular that shows his
Baoobi.,ish" qualities is'when b,e is paged to attend to a heart
failure patient. The audience sees him running like mad .to
the scene$ only to find iµs way into a safer closet.
, Surrounding Dorian is h!s best friend Chris .Turk played
11

B

ear with me now because I
am about to try and describe
this week's ABC brainchild
programming on the spygame bandwagon, "Alias." This college girl,
Sydney, is approached by who she
thinks is the CIA. They ask her to
join their super-secret branch of this
highly-selective
government
agency because she qualifies for
the new bot co-ed division. As we
all know, college is just one step
away from spy training, and it is
only a matter of time until one of us
is snatched up.
So enough of . the sarcasm,
here's·the skinny. Sydney, part time
grad student and part time Action
Jackson, gets engaged and tells her
-

,

I

-

-

show than "Felicity1' might never be known. Also in the cast
is Sarah Chalk ("Roseanne") who plays the
over,.competitive Elliot Reid. She also happens to be Dorian's love at first sight interest. Playing the fatherly chief of ll1edicine
with Satanic qualities is Ken Jenkins
(Courage Under Fire)~ Dr. Bob Kelso. The;.
scene-stealer is µndoubtedly John C.
McGinley, playing Dorian's mentor Dr.
:Petry Cox. A cynic at heart, Co~ tells Dorian
that the appropriate arnQunt of-'fylenol he
should give to a 90~year-old patient is however much he can throw into her mouth that
will stay.
The story is told from narratitms of the
inner workings of Dorian as well as :Oashes into his imagination. Even though it's ;not quite original, (the concept can
be seen on 11Ally McBeal '') it does offer a. bit of laughter. In
. one scene, Dorian. is ·asked a question doiin$ one of bis

rounqs. Cross cut to him with large antlers standing frozen in
front of an oncoming mack truck, "deer caught in the headlights" style. Orwhen the only words he hears coming out of
a repugnant doctor's mouth are, 'Tm a tool. I
am an -obnoxious tool tool tool."
A minor fact one mi~t find strange is the
lack of studio audience: Some viewers may
find it disconcerting to .hear no laughter ·
tlµ"oughout the entire show, giving it a sort of
silence. It is like a disconnectionwith the viewers when they don't hear the hearty laughter of.
the studio audience along with theirs.
Coming from the executive producer and cocreator of 0 Spin City," Bill Lawrence, and with
the direction Adam Bernstein, director of
HBO's 11 0z, 1' this show has definite potential
fo:t: success. There is much room for improvement before it could even fit in with the NBC Thursday
Night Line-Up. But with a castfull ofas many strange <;baracters . as there are incomprehensjble medical terms,
11
Serubs" wiU not have its plug pulled anytime soon.

soon-to-be hubby about her true occupa- people they work for are-get this-not
tion. Just like a dumb guy, he manages the good guys. Compelled by the writers
to let it slip and is of course killed of the godforsaken show, she goes to
China or something,
because of his
dyes her hair_flare red
knowledge
(the
and proceeds to try
government does
FOREST CRUMPLER
that. kind of thing).
and steal the device.
STAFF WRITER
She is caught and torShe is crushed, of
course, and has to take time out. The tured but manages to escape and finally
underlying story is that there is some snags the prize._That night she gives her
nuclear weapon being developed and bounty to the bad guys and re-instates
they want her to get it for them. Syd tries her commission. Then she saunters over
to quit and the Agency decides to rub her to the real CIA and applies for double
agency (because it IS as easy as getting
out.
Here is where the story gets tricky. a job at Checkers). In a touching final
Her somewhat estranged father turns out moment she is confronted by daddy
to be one of her espionage co-workers dearest who informs her that she is not
and he gets her out of the hired guns' the only deuce agent in the baddies'
way and then drops the bomb that the midst.

''RL-IRS''

This show was really long and
painfully stupid. If you insist on watching it, I beg of you to please not breed.
While the main chick looked pretty bot
in with the bright red hair, she wouldn't
have been enough to float the show in
my bathtub. I am sure I have left out a
good deal of story points and characters
from "Alias," but I was busy clawing my
eyes out. Never before were the commercials so anticipated as they were last
Sunday night. I have always been told
that if I bad nothing nice to say to say
nothing at all. I realize that now it's a bit
late to stop dogging this televised torture
session, this kind of rag fest takes a lot
out of a guy and this show is ~ot worth
the fatigue. So don't watch it and we
won't have any self-inflicted injuries.

_ __
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MENTAL AWARENESS WEEK
Knights Roundtable@ Beef O'Brady's>7-8p
BCM Conversation Hour-Meet International Students
@CMMS Portable>12-1 p
FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
FREE Powerade sampJes outside SU:>8a-5p
0-Team Recruitment@SU South Patio>12-1p
Minority Expo @Cape FL Ballroom>5-9p

Nat'I Coming Out Day @SU South Patio>1 Oa-2p
Na.t'I Coming Out Day Rally @Orlando City Hall>6p
Karate Class@SU Garden Key 221AB>7:30-9p
CR U-"Where's God in the Midst of Tragedy" @SU
Pegasus Ballroom> 7~~0p
LSAT Prep class@SU Egmont Key 224>6-10p
TOOL & The Me Ivins @TD Waterhouse> 7:30p
"Duel of Fools"@SAK Comedy>8p

The Haunted Arboretum>9p
HASA Annual Gala @SU Pegasus Ballroom>6:30p
Culture" an~ "Brazillian" Art Show@Orlando Public
Library>9a-6p
Latin American Art Exhibition @Valencia Comm.
College>8:30a-4:30p
Orlando Ghost Tours @Church Street>8p
"The Diviners" @UCF Theatre>8p

TDb. QJQ.i;. f OQ. INF012..tv1ATION Di;.PQ.1\/ATION
HOMECOMING WEEK
,
Homecoming Mystery Movie Knight @Reflecting
Pond>8p
FREE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p
Self-Discovery Knights-Dealing with Roommates@SU
Key West 21BC>7-8:30p
Learn Tai Chi @Stone Soup Collective on Orange
Ave>~:30-7:30p

Karate Class@SU Key West 218C>7:30-9p
Knights of the Roundtable @SU 316A>3p
"Wake Up Little Susie: Pregnancy & Power Before
Roe v. Wade" and "Lisa Link: Warnings" @
UCF Art Gallery>1-5p
VolunteerUCF "Play With Kids" @Aloma Elem.>7M8p
Blood Drive @SU Patio>1 Oa-5p

'·
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INFORMATION DEPRIVATION
~;:,

If you·ve ever missed a free concert

or had nothing to do on a Friday
night. .. then you are officially a victim. ·
UCF students have been deprived of
information for too long. Luckily, you
have found the cure.

'

.Sar Orlando

Are you a victim?
Be deprived no more.
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LS1i;k~A'ss~ Coltege ~lght

'i$'2tite & lcehouse

~

tabu ladies drirJK:fre~ tit~
',

'Matrix CollWtl Night
$1,50 SllPtS

Tl.IU

For more specific event information or to submit your own event visit www.theskinny.knighfoast.org
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Easy Ri.ders, Raging Expletives
A conversation with Paul Walker and Steve Zahn from Jay Ride
KRISTOFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

E

their new film, directed by .modernoir chieftain John Dahl, Paul Walker
d Steve Zahn play brothers complete
with estranged personalities and loving
rivalry. Lewis (Walker) the more level of
the two, is a student at UC Berkley planning on going home back east
when a spontaneous decision at
the last second alters his travel
itinerary. Instead of flying, he
cashes in his ticket for a family
truckster in order to pick up
Venna (Leelee Sobieski) an old
friend from the University of
Colorado whom he still has feel. ings for. While already on the
road and at the request of his
mother, Lewis is detoured to a
Salt Lake City jail in order to
pick up his black sheep older
brother, Fuller (Zahn). To help
ease the monotony of the desolate western
highway Fuller scams himself a CB radio
and immediately the brothers start to have
fun with what is essentially a chat room for
lonely, vehicular wanderers. Trouble begins
when one of the guys' fictitious voices,
"Candy Kane," catches the ear of a road
warrior going by the name of "Rusty Nail,"
a fella in need to take a load off in the form
of some kind of female attention. Seducing
Rus to a motel, they rig a violent confrontation between him and another
stranger. The brothers awake the next
morning as instigators to a brutal attack, at
odds with the local authorities and prey to a
sexually unsatisfied, highly volatile, perturbed individual capable of turning his
mode of transportation into the biggest
damn weapon one could think of. If driving
on I-4 could get any worse, this might as
well be it.
While being as original as a four-cylinder engine, Joy Ride has a different source
of momentum; the entire production is
incredibly kinetic. The comparisons to
Spielberg's Duel are as plain as day-in the
hands of a lesser director it could have been
made a remake-but what can sustain Joy
Ride is its expert pacing with an already
tense script and the crestfallen atmosphere
Dahl provides for his characters. Here it is
still the barren desert but it is also cold,
intimidating and haunting. As one of the
best road-horror movies since The Hitcher,
Joy Ride takes the Hitchcock path in find-

U

ing fear through the chase of the unexpected and relinquishing the gore; the killer's
identity is oblivious throughout making
him an a cerebral villain.
With all of these attributes credited to
their shared endeavor, it was easy to understand why Walker and Zahn seem excited

once the attention was shifted in the direction of Joy Ride.
But once I found out where these guys
were, I fjgured my whole interview was
shot. If you are given the opportunity to
conduct an interview with celebrities who
just happen to be staying at a hotel in midtown Manhattan, how do you get away
with not asking the most obvious question
· first? As much as they probably didn't
want to answer it, I really had to ask it, but
what the hell, they are people too. To my
benefit, the ease that comes with a casual
conversation was present just as much as
the trepidation from knowing how close the
Joy Ride co-stars actually were to
Ground Zero. It felt good that while
needing to talk about a work of fiction, the face of reality still set
precedence.
Kristofer Kay: What's up, man?
Paul Walker: Uh, I'm tired man. I
had to take the redeye [flight] to get
here. It's been a long day.
KK: So I gotta ask, what's the
whole vibe right now concerning
movies? Has .much, that you can
perceive, changed sin~e three
weeks ago?
PW: I question it sometimes. The studios
still think that people want to see them.
We're going to have a premiere, but it will
be extremely scaled down, no red carpet or
anything like that. Hollywood is taking the

p until recently, the heist
sub-genre has
been largely neglected
in Hollywood. These
films involve a score,
or several scores that
the protagonists want
to rob blind. The action
in the film builds up to
the final score--the cli. DAVID .TAYLOR
STAFF WR.rrER
max. For some time
these films were few
and far between, but with Hollywood's apparent lack of
ideas these days, once again the heist picture has come to the
forefront. Examples of this reemergence include Frank Oz's
The Score, David Mamet's Heist and the upcoming Steven
Soderbergh remake of Oceans 11. Added to this list is Barry

Retumof

the heist
film

necessary steps. But it is still a bizarre time, KK: Hey Steve, forgive me man, but you
the FBI is now studio security, checking sound like you haven't broke character
everybody. ·
since Glenn Michaels (his role in Out of
KK: Do you think that the choices in Sight).
greenlighting certain movies, especially SZ: I think it's the hangover.
those with heavy violence, or "edgy" KK: We were just talking about John
films for that matter, will be minimized? Dahl, anything else you might want to
PW: Well, studios must make add?
their money, but they also have to SZ: Yeah, uh, you know he didn't f*cking
make films to sustain credibility. cast me for Rounders! But then he called
It's a two-way street.
me for his next film (Joy Ride) so that was
KK: A lot of films are being a huge factor for me doing it. He is one of
postponed since what went those really nerdy-artsy type kind of filmdown, has that affected you?
makers, but that's cool you know. Their
PW: I was going to jump right kind is punk rock, man.
into this Richard Donner movie KK: Sounds a lot like Steven
called Tlmeline but it got pushed Soderbergh.
back. I also want to do this movie SZ: He is such a great filmmaker. He was
with Chow Yun-Fat called just born with this gift to tell stories, you
BulletproofMonk. Paul Hunter is know. And he's not complicated. Like me,
going to direct that one; I think he I chop wood.
is going to be the next [David] Fincher.
KK: Is the desert as fun at night as they
KK: You know he has taken some flack say?
over the last couple years, but I really dig SZ: The desert man, is f*cking cold, man.
John Dahl's work. I think he is a great Real cold. If you're doing a scene and
director.
you're Baked, and you're in the desert.
PW: He's real people, you know, from F*ck.
Montana. A good family man and very KK: Joy Ride has fantastic terror elesmart. I made it a point to watch Red Rock ments in tenns of old school suspense. So
West and The Last Seduction before we much so that it has very little blood, but
started filming : I'm glad to have worked it's still rated R. Do you find it weird that
with him.
just because the picture would be conIn Joy Ride there is a scene where Walker sider a psychological thriller it is brandand Zahn have to walk into a diner naked. I ed inappropriate for the younger audiwent on to tell Paul that, from one guy to ence?
another, I thought he has the better ass of SZ: Not really, because we say "f*ck" like
- 700 times during the course of
the film. In fact the movie is
just basically "f*ck."
KK: Strange, that acronymn.
SZ: You know what's funny,
I'm working on this movie now
(National Security) and, like,
me and Martin Lawrence shot
so many damn people in that
movie. But because we're not
using squibs, there is no blood,
and we'll get away with a PG13.
KK: I don't mean to pry but
the two. That's about the time when he left. I gotta ask, man. Is it just me or is
KK: So I hear you're pretty funny? Martin Lawrence really f-l'cking psySteve Zahn: That's a f*cking lie! See I chotic?
always think I'm gonna get the big tough SZ: I guess we're all a little crazy. It's just
guy roles, but then come to find out that I'm that some people are inore eccentric than
the goofball again. So I make do.
others. (Pause) But yeah, he's off.

Levinson's Bandits, which instead of blending the heist film instead of robbing banks the "traditional" way, as with guns
with drama/suspense, adds comedy to the mix. The result is in daylight; they will instead kidnap the bank manager the
an entertaining crossbreed that, while not an awesome night before and force him to open the safe for them the next
movie, is definitely worth seeing at least once.
day. They are soon branded the "Sleepover Bandits" due to
The stars of the film are Bruce Willis, Billy Bob their method and become highly successful lawbreakers. All
Thornton and Cate Blanchett. In the film, Joe (Willis) and is well until a neglected housewife named Kate (Blanchett)
Terry
becomes their hostage. What follows is a rivalry for her
(Thornton) _ affection resulting in the main conflict.
are convicts
The acting is pretty good. Thornton is terrific as usual,
who have playing Terry the intellectual side of the two and an extreme
just broken hypochondriac to boot. Thornton really adds the humor to
out of a the film since many of the humorous bits are either from his
prison
in reactions or his seemingly endless health problems. As far as
Oregon.
other acting, Oscar-nominated Blanchett also does a great
Soon after job. In Bandits, one could never tell that she is English. She
gaining
hides her accent very well, with no noticeable slip-ups.
their liberty, the duo decides that robbing a bank is in order.
After a near-botched heist, they come up with the idea that
PLEASE SEE Two ON A-13
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DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

tJCF good enough
to w~n C-USA,
not just get in

"

After going 2-3 against one
ofthe nation's toughest
schedules, the UCF football
team looks to even its record
this week against 1-M Liberty

Senior tailback Terrance Williams filled _in for an iniured Alex Haynes against UAB
and scored his first touchdown since 1999.

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER
f, )

To have a winning prograrµ, you have to
start somewhere. And for a team like Liberty,
much like UCF several years ago, it begins
with better competition. So this season, their
second under coach Ken Karcher, the Flames
have build up their schedule in earnest.
.
A Division I-AA team out of Virginia,
they've added games against I-A schools
UCF and South Florida this season. Also, the
Flames will lose their ind~pendent status next
year when they join th~ Big South
Conference.
In the meantime, Liberty has used other
methods to spread the word about their small

program. In addition to one of their largest
signing class in school history (22 players),
they've also undertaken a major marketing
plan to promote the football team around the
area.
"I believe that people will be able to see
that there is progress being made in all facets
of our program - whether it be in the upgrading of the schedule, the caliber of players we
bring in, the marketing of the program or
even in the improvement that we are making
to the stadium," Karcher said to the schools
sports information website.
After a dismal 3-8 season in his first year
at the helm, Karcher is trying to establish a
more balanced game plan this year. And that
starts on the offensive side of the ball. In
2000, the Flames averaged 252.4 yards in the
air behind ·the arm of Biff Parson. Last season, Parson threw for 2,674 yards and 17
touchdowns while completing 54 percent of

ame Notes:

Ut:fvsUIB
pg. B-6
his passes. Yet he still
received a strong challenge for his
starting spot in the spring after Wisconsin
reserve J.K. Scott was brought in to back him
up. But Parson retained his job and has had a
solid season thus far, completing almost 60
percent o{ his passes for 591 yards and five
touchdowns.
"Biff has the experience of last year in
PLEASE SEE

Liberty oN B-3
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Blue-collar 6audion deserves more re ink
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Q

•

Hard-nosed. Old school.
Sean Gaudion.
Ask around the UCF locker
room, and you' II start to find these
phrases becoming synonymous.
"Sean is· your throw-back,
blue collar worker guy," running
backs coach Alan Gooch said,
"He's what we call a lunch-pail
guy. We have Lunch Pail award
every week and he wins it quite
often."
Unfortunately for this 6-foot2, 245-pound junior, another
adjective that describes him is
unheralded. That's because
Gaudion plays one of the most
unglorified ·yet vital positions in
football: fullback.
Ever see a movie when some
explorer is going threw a jungle,
clearing a way with his machete?
Well the fullback is the machete,
opening a path for the tailback to
run through. Look closely at any
big run and you'll likely see a fullback leveling some oncoming
defensive player.
It's this role that Gaudion fills
for the Knights. Not necessarily
making a spectacular catch or
breaking off a big run, but rather

playing the game way it's suppose
. to be played and doing the little
things to help the team win.
Talking with Gaudion, it
doesn't take long to understand
why he plays with such heart.
Speaking at a fast, excited pace
with a slight country drawl, it's
easy to tell football means a lot to
this native Floridian.
"I love playing football. I
love linebacker, I love fullback, I
love special teams, running out
and trying to make plays. Just
being on the·field, it's a great feeling out there," Gaudion said.
Born Jan. 23, 1981, he's the
son of a New York father and
Boston mother. A general manager of a moving company, his
father Pete moved to Ft.
JOE KALEITA I CFF
Lauderdale where he became an
UCF fullback Sean Gaudion has become a bigger part of the offense this
all-state linebacker at Plantation
year with a renewed commitment to the running game.
High School. His mother,
Bernadette, is a high school
teacher and his sister, Christina,
plays soccer at South Florida.
When Sean was eight, the family
moved north to Tampa and soon
after he began playing football.
He played through Pee-Wees, little league, all the way through
-SEAN GAUl)ION
high school and credits his family

I love playing football •••
it's a great feeling out
there.
Junior Fullback

PLEASE SEE

Gaudion ON B-2

Memo to Conference USA
football officials: If you still don't
want UCF in your c~mference,
you' re missing the boat.
Perhaps you should ask UAB
if UCF is worthy of wearing the CUSA patch on its uniforms. UAB
.found out just how good the
Golden Knights are Saturday, getting pounded 24- 7 at ·the hands of
a clearly superior team. UAB, you
might remember, is a team that has
a good chance at finishing quite
high in your conference standings
this year. The Blazers lost only 30 to Southern Mississippi two
weeks ago, one of best teams in CUSA.
"Here's a team that people
thought were going to run for the
Conference USA championship,"
said UCF coach Mike Kruczek.
"And we beat them decisively. I
think we could compete in
Conference USA fairly favorably."
Perhaps you should ask
• Tulane if UCF is good enough to
be in your conference. The Golden
Knights went into Tulane's home
stadium a few weeks ago and beat
the Green Wave by a touchdown in
a game that wasn't even that close.
Tulane, you might remember, won
the C-USA title just a few years
ago.
If you don't try to get UCF
into your conference right now,
you might not have another
chance. The Golden Knights, just
five years into Division I-A, are
already good enough to be a middle-of-the-pack Big East or ACC
team. UCF plays in a 76,000-seat
stadium in Orlando, one of the
biggest television markets i.n the
country. The coaching staff is
already beating schools like FSU,
Florida, Miami and Clemson for
players in recruiting battles. UCF
is one of the fastest-growing universities in America, already with
over 36,000 students.
Can you say "Ohio State in
the making?" You'd have to be
crazy not to take advantage of all
that potential revenue.
So far, UCF's repeated
attempts to draw your interest
have failed ni.iserably. You seem
more preoccupied with getting
Navy or Marshall in your conference. Pardon the alliteration and
PLEASE SEE

C-USA

ON B-7
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Gaudion does a little bit of
everything for UCF offense
FROM PAGE

•
t

B-1

for helping him along the way
"My Dad's supported me from day one - always let me make my
decisions," Gaudion said, "I think a lot of the reason that I'm still out
here playing football is because of him and the way he motivated me
and the way my Mom's been there always."
Over the years he's found himself at chiefly two positions: linebacker and fullback. He spent his first three years of high school playing linebacker at Durant.
While there, he earned honorable mention all-conference honors as a freshman
and sophomore, and firstteam all-conference and
county as a junior. In his
senior year, he moved to
Hillsborough High School,
switched to fullback, and
flourished. He ran for a
team leading 767 yards on
111 carries, an impressive
average of 6.9 yards per
carry. He also ran for 11
touchdowns and again garnered first team all-conferJOE KALEITA I CFF
ence and county ·as well as Gaudion
the team's offensive MVP.
Coming out of high school, many considered him to be among the
top fullback prospects in all of Florida. Several schools recruited him,
including Auburn and Pittsburgh, but had his heart set on staying in
Florida. UCF became a logical choice for it's close proximity to home.
Gooch heavily recruited him early on in high school.
"I've known him since he was a junior. He was a warrior on the
field then, he is now," Gooch said. "I think he's got a great future ahead
of him here."
Upon coming to UCF, he made the roster as a true freshman, backing up the fullback spot. He did not record any stats, but he did play on
special teams where he won the "Big Stick" award once, given each
week for delivering the biggest hit. He received it for a hit against
Georgia, and that's been among the many highlights he had on special
teams. One highlight that stands out to him was a special teams play he
had last season as a sophomore in which he knocked an opposing player out.
"When you're on special teams, you're kind of begging for the
coach to notice you," Gaudion said, ''When you're a young guy, you
only get 10 plays a game on special teams, you've got to run down and
make a play."
Last season, he did finally manage to get in the score book. But it
wasn't at his customary fullback position. Instead he was converted
back to a linebacker, a move made necessary by a lack of depth. In spot
duty, he recorded 15 tackles for the year. His hard work at making the
conversion was enough to impress linebacker's coach Bill D'Ottavio.
"He worked-real hard, he saw an opportunity to play a lot of football," D'Ottavio sai~, "He's got a defensive mentality, so he fit right in
with our guys. He had to come along way in a short time but he did a
great job of it." ·
This season, he's returned to fullback full-time and earned the
starting spot there. Although he has caught five passes out of the backfield this year he had yet to carry the ball in the first four games, being
used primarily as a blocker.
When he's not devoting all his energy to football, Sean is out
enjoying himself outdoors. He loves going to the beach, bringing out a
long board and surfing with his roommates. He also enjoys fishing, and
most anything else that can be done in the water. In addition, he sometimes goes hiking with his father.
Ill school, he's an interpersonal communications major for one
simple reason.
"I like talking a lot. Ask anybody around, they'll tell you I like to
joke around a lot. I really want to get in business and stuff like tliat,"
Gaudion said.
And when you hear him talk you can hear the energy and emotion
that he brings to field. And whil~ this often serves him well, even he
admits that harnessing that is the key to his success. .
"I kind of get emotional, sometimes I can take myself out of the
game," Gaudion said. "My strength plus my weakness both are the
same thing."
So there he was this Saturday, back on the field, playing the game
he loves. But this time would be different. In this game he would finally get the first carries of his college career. Three in fact, partially
because the team was making effort to get him more ipvolved and partially because of injury to starting tailback Alex Haines. And because
of both reasons, perhaps this is just the beginning of Gaudion's use as
an offensive weapon. Then maybe he will finally have something else
associated with him.
Recognition.
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PORK

the Best of ALLI

/

BUSTER
DEAL
One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
• Coleslaw ·
• Collard Greens
• Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

.

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea

•
Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

•

401.618.5594
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Liberty uses improved ground game to get better this season
FROM PAGE

•
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our system, '1 said Karcher. "He has shown
_that he is an extremely tough player after
going through a lot last year. I have the
utmost confidence in him."
He throws to a receiving corps led by
freshman Daniel Thomas. A n.ative
Floridian, Thomas is a huge target at 6-foot8, yet has the speed to get downfield. He's
already caught 24 passes and five touchdowns this 'season. Starting on the alongside
him is Travis Bums, who's second on the
team with 11 catches. Burns, a senior, came
into the year as the teams only experienced
receiver, racking up 298 yards and two
touchdowns while being limited by a knee
injury. The Flames use a three-wide set so
Adrian Hall, a 5-foot-10 sophomore who's
caught seven passes this year, also starts.
But while success was found through
the air, very little was achieved on the
ground. As a team, the Flames rushed for
only 679 yards, five yards shy of the alltime school low. And they didn't get any
wiser, returning only sophomore Lorenzo
Dixson from last year's squad. Yet is seems
they've found somethipg in freshman
Verondre Barnes. At only 5-foot-8 and 170
pounds, Barnes has already amassed 407
yards on just 54 carries for a jaw dropping
7 .3 yards per carry and three touchdowns.
Eugene Goodman has chipped in with 150
yards and touchdown and with 555 total
team yards, the Flames have ·already closed
in on last years total in just four games.
Clearly blocking has improved up
front, where the Flames returned three play-

ers from last season. Seniors Jackie Burg~ss
and Nick Barela start at tackles, while
junior Walt Davis mans the center position.
Burgess impressed coaches in the spring,
while Barela has continued to adjust after
moving from tight end. Junior Anthony
Knutson and freshman Trey Faidley start at
guard. Big Josh Stofle, 6-foot-6 and 245
pounds, also contributes at tight end.
Defensively, the Flames took a hit by
losing four of their top five tacklers from
last season. Paramount among the losses
was defensive end Jason Wells. Wells
recorded a school-record 25 tackles for a
loss last season. So the Flames begin the
year with an extremely inexperienced frontline that includes three freshmen. John
Aldrich and Sean Reichart start at the ends
and Tim Ayers mans the left tackle spot.
Junior Matt Mays at the other tackle join
them. So far they've struggled against the
run, with the team giving up a total of 802
yards on the ground. They've been a little
better against the pass, Mays leading the
team with two sacks and Ayer and Reichart
recording one a piece.
At linebacker, the team is a little more
solid. Sophomores Kendrick Howard, Nick
Vaughil, and Milton Johnson represent the
positions and the teams three leading tacklers respectively. Howard has already surpassed his total of last year (23) with 32.5
stops this season. Likewise has Vaughn,
with 24.5 to last years 15. Johnson lead the
trio last year with 30 and at 19.5 should be
well on his way to passing his 2000 total as
well. He's also the only one to record a
sack.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Liberty defensive end Matt Mays was named
to the NCAA l·AA Independent ~efensive
Honor Roll two weeks ago after finishing with
a team-best 10 tackles against Wingate.
"I think that our linebackers may be
one of the most solid groups of players on
our team," Karcher said. "Our players are
young, however, they were able to gain
some valuable playing time last season."
Liberty has had some success defend-

ing the pass and that can be attributed to
their defensive backs. Senior Randall State
and sophomore Antawn Hield man the cornerback positions, while junio•s William
Haith and Andre Jerry sta.11 at safety. State
picked off four passes last season and Haith
finished second on the team with 74 tackles.
He's picked up where he left off, having 18
·tackles this year. They've also gotten a big
contribution from backup safety C.J.
Moore. The freshman leads the team with
two picks.
Special teams have not been very special thus far. Freshman Noah Crouch has
stepped i11to to punter's role this season and ·
averaged only 33.7 yards per kick. After hitting only eight of 15 fielc: goals last year,
place kicker Jay Kelley has hit only four of
si?c this season, though strangely he's connected on all three kicks beyond 40 yards.
Haith and Adrian Hall have handled returning duties, with not much ~uccess. Hall has
returned eigQ.t punts for a 7.8-yard average
and five .kickoffs for 20.8. Haith leads the
team in kick return yards at 148, but averages only 16.4 yards per return.
Clearly Liberty is still a long ways
away from the where Karcher would like
them to be. But off the field; they've at least
taken some baby steps towards reaching
that goal. What kind of steps they take on
field remains to be seen.
"All the things that have happened in
the last year will show that we are on the
move and moving in the right direction,"
Karcher said. "However, I know that there
is still a lot of time before we will be where
we want to be."
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Patterson's pass rush continues to frustrate opposing offenses
JOE MANZO·
STAFF WRITER

The UCF defense was dominant in
its home-opening 24-7 victory over
Alabama-Birmingham, giving up just 111
total yards. UAB's only touchdown came
after returning a Javier Beorlegui kickoff
93 yards to the Golden Knight five-yard
line. Even then, it took UAB seven plays
and an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty
to get some points on the board.
One of the main reasons for UCF's
success on defense was the play of junior
defensive end Elton Patterson. Patterson,
who led the team with two in sacks, had
four tackles for a loss, three of them solo,
and a forced fumble that resulted in
UCF's final score.
. "He's always capable of having a big
game," said defensive ends co~ch
Charles Huff. "He's our best pass rusher."
Patterson's impressive performance
was nothing new, however. He's been
frustrating opposing offenses all year.
Patterson leads the team with five sacks,
twelve quarterback hurries, and twelve
tackles for a Joss, more then doubling the
second-best in each of those categories.
Last year, Patterson, a member of the
Football News's All-Independent Team,
tied a school record for 19 tackles behind
the line of scrimmage and led the team
with 10 sacks. He is currently on pace to
do better in both categories this year.
"I more disciplined now," said
Patterson. "Last year I was still learning

the game. I've been studying my opponents more, and I feel like I'm a more
well rounded player."
Patterson's improvement has not
only helped himself, but has had an
impact on UCF's entire defense.
"You like when you can have a fourman rush and get pressure on the quarterback," said Huff. "He [Patterson] gives
us that."
If his improvement continues, the
NFL might come calling next year. Along
with his great statistics, Patterson runs
the 40 in 4.6 seconds, bench presses 400
·pounds and squats 525. He also power
cleans a team-record 341 pounds. His 6foot-2, 275-pound frame is big enough to
play defensive end in the NFL.
"It motivates you to work harder,"
Patterson said, speaking about the
prospect of playing professionally after
college. "I try to remain focused, but you
do think about it."
For some reason, Patterson was not
highly recruited when he graduated from
Rickards High School in Tallahassee in
1999. UCF was the only Division I-A
team to offer him a scholarship. As a
senior, he had eight sacks and 85 tackles,
played in the Florida-Georgia All-Star
Game, and had the highest GPA of all the
football players in Tallahassee.
The lack of interest in Patterson
turned out to be a blessing for both
Patterson and UCF.
"I'm happy to be here," said
Patterson. "Hopefully, I can continue to
have a great career here."

•

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

UCF junior defensive end Elton Patterson had his second two-sack game of the season against
UAB, and also had four tackles for lost yardage and a forced fumble.

Cross-country teams race at Disney
Ashley Overby both ran personal bests with times of 18:40 and
20:00, respectively.
Cook was the only UCF
For the second time in ·
male
runner to medal with a
three races Sonja Shedden and
time
of25:34.l
1. Freshman Ben
Danny Cook were the top finishers for the UCF men's and Mena was the riext UCF runner
women's cross country teams. to cross the finish line. He ran
Shedden finished second in the the race in 36:46.96, finishing
women's race and Cook fin- in 19th place.
Mansur-Wentworth said
ished seventh in the men's race
Saturday at the Sixth Annual that while Cook's running has
Walt Disney World Cross improved, he did not run as well
as he would have liked. She
Country Classic
Cook has been the top male said she is happy with the
finisher for UCF in all three progress made by the men's
races this season, including a team, given its youth.
Mansur-Wentworth had
first-place finish at the Rollins
College Invitational. Shedden advised a group strategy for
both teams for the race. She
did not race at Rollins.
At the Disney Classic, the said the men's team did not
women's team finished second stick with the strategy for as
out of 31 teams, while the long as she hoped. Brian
men's team finished eighth of Sharbino had stomach pains
28. For the second time this sea- early and had to stop several
son, the women's team and times during the race, and that
Shedden trailed only the may have caused problems with
University of Florida. UF also the group strategy.
Overall Mansur-Wentworth
won the UCF Invitational on
said
she was very pleased with
Sept. 7, and Florida's Erin
both
teams' performances at the
Mertin won both of these races
Disney Classic. ·She said she is
as well.
UCF
coach
Marcia impressed with the team
Mansur-Wentworth
said dynamic on both the men's and
Shedden was disappointed she women's team. She said the
lost to Mertin again. Shedden runners ride through the rough
has not raced since the UCF times together and support each
Invitational, and Mansur- other through the successes.
Next weekend MansurWentworth said the time off
hurt. She thinks Shedden will Wentworth is sending five men
be back on track with one more and five women to Fayetteville,
Ark. for the Chile Pepper
race.
Invitational,
while the rest of
Mansur-Wentworth said
the
runners
will travel to
there were some outstanding
Jacksonville
for the JV
performances on the women's
Invitational.
team. Shar Lammers and
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER
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Bookstore

4000 Central Florida Boulevard, Orlando, FL
Monday - Thursday 8a.m.·7p.m. , Friday 8a.m.-5p.m. , Saturday 10a.m.-2p.m,
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JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

UCF wins sixth straight
The UCF volleyball team won its sixth consecutive match on
Saturday, beating Mercer (13-8) 30-22, 30-24, 30-22 at the UCF
Arena. The win improved the Gold.en Knights record to 10-2 overall, and a perfect 3-0 in the Atlantic Sun.'
Middle blocker Piper Morgan had a team-high 12 kills. Leyre
Santaella Sante, Cassy Kerner, and Tanya Jarvis each had 11 kills.
Sophomore setter Jenny Frank had a team-high 50 assists.
Earlier in the week, UCF defeated Troy State (31-29, 30-24, 3028) and Florida Atlantic (30-23, 30-13, 26-30, 30-27) at the UCF
~ena. Morgan, a senior middle blocker, lea the way against Troy
State with 17 kills, two blocks, and a .625 hitting percentage. Sante
added 13 kills and 11 digs. Frank led the team in assists with 40.
Shelly Driggers and Lindsey Whalen also played well. Driggers
matched her career high with seven blocks and Whalen had four service aces, which was
also a career high.
As a team, UCF
improved its hitting
percentage to .321 ,
which ranks fifth in
the nation. With the
loss, Troy State fell to
5-7, 0-2 in the A-Sun.
"With two conference wins, both in
three games, we're
happy," said Head
coach Meg Colado.
'We got to have some
people play that don 't
ordinarily play."
The
Golden
Knights ' win over
Florida Atlantic earlier
in the week was not a
conference
match,
even though FAU is in
the A-Sun. Only one
JOE KALEITA I CFF
match per season
against another con- The UCF volleyball team has been on a roll
ference team can be lately, winning six consecutive matches and
counted as a confer- going 3-0 in conference play.
ence match. UCF
plays FAU on the road
Oct. 19, and that will
count as a conference match.
Against FAU, Sante had a dominant perforinance, recording 27
kills, 10 digs aIJ.d five service aces. Frank again lad the team in
assists with 64, the second most in her career. Jarvis, a freshman, had
17 kills and 14 digs. Kerner added 12 kills, eight digs and five
assists.

•

•
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Classes are
starting now!
Call today to reserve your seat.
Orlando Kaplan Center
Tuesday, October 2, 2001 @ 6:30PM

UCF hosts Bethune-Cookman
Orlando Kaplan Center
Saturday, October 6, 2001 @ 1O:OOAM

Rollins College
Monday, October 15, 2001

@

The Golden Knights play Bethune-Cookman Oct. 10 at 7 p.m.
at the UCF Arena. After that they travel to Samford and Jacksonville
State for a pair or road conference games during the weekend.
Samford is 5-8 overall, but 1-0 in the A-Sun after beating Troy State
in five games. JSU (5-7) has yet to play a conference match.
UCF has never lost to either Samford or JSU. They have beaten Samford nine times and 1SU four times.
''They're going to be tough matches," said Colado. "Samford is
playing really well right now, but I feel good about what we're doing
and how we match up against them."

6:30PM

Orlando Kaplan Center
Tuesday, October 23, 2001 @ 6:30PM

Morgan, Sante, Frank, and Kerner
are conference leaders

KAP LAN'
•

•

1·BOO·KAP· TEST
kaptest.com
•GRE is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service.

OGRf"-0007

Morgan leads the A-Sun with a .447 hitting percentage, .059
ahead of Anna Popenko from Georgia-State, and is second in blocks.
Sante leads the conference in kills per game with 4.94, over a half a
kill per game higher then anyone else. Sante is also ranked in the top
10 in hitting percentage and service aces. Frank's 12.19 assists per
game leads the conference, as does Kemer's .76 service aces per
game .
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Maynard Evans High School. Haynes will
get another chance to show off in front of his
family and friends next week, however, as
the injury isn't expected to keep him out for
UCF's second home garrie against Liberty.
"I got hit in the side, and it bruised up
real bad and I couldn't really go," Haynes
said. "I'll be OK for the next game."

Terrance
Willams
The senior tailback
filled in for an injured
Alex Haynes and played
well, running the ball
effectively and scoring
his first - touchdown
since 1999.

Gabriel makes another big play

Defensiue Player of the Week

Elton
Patterson

JOE KALEITA I

CFF

Senior nose tackle Josh McKibben recovers a fumble in the end zone to score UCF's final
touchdown of the game.

The junior defensive
end constantly disrupted U AB quarterback
Jeff Aaron, sacking him
twice and forcing a
fumble that was recovered by UCF for a defensive touchdown.

UCF's "Knightmare" defense
outplays UAB's "Steel Shield"
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Inside the numbers

111
Number of total yards gained by the UAB
offense, the best defensive performance by
UCF this year.

32.5
Number of yards junior wide receiver
Doug Gabriel is averaging per catch this
season, which leads the nation.

7
Number of plays it took UAB to score
from inside the UCF five-yard line after a
93-yard kickoff return late in the third
quarter.

Haynes gets injured,
Williams plays well
Redshift freshman tailback Alex Haynes
left the game in the first quarter after suffering a hip pointer and did not return. In
Haynes' absence, senior Terrance Williams
got most of the carries, his most significant
playing time since the 1999 season. Williams
came to UCF in 1999 as a highly-recruited
junior college player, but has struggled with
injuries and redshirted last year to nurse a
sore ankle.
"Al~x went down in the first quarter, and
he's been doing a great job all season,"
Williams said. "I was just glad that I could
step up and take my senior leadership to the
team."
Williams finished the game with 16 carries for 33 yards and one touchdown, and
picked up key rushing yards late in the game
when UCF was trying run out the clock. The
biggest thrill for him, however, was the
touchdown.
"It felt pretty good," said Williams. "I
hadn't scored a touchdown 'in almost two
years. It's a lot of pressure that's just been
relieved off of me because I've been real
hungry to get in that end zone."
Haynes' injury kept him out .of action in
the first home game of his college career. It
spoiled what was supposed to be a sweet
homecoming for the graduate of nearby,

touchdown came after Royd Williams
returned a kickoff 93 yards to the UCF
five-yard line. The Golden Knights
stuffed four consecutive running
plays, but a personal foul call gave
UAB another chance. Finally, on third
down, Blazers running back Kendal
Gibson got into the end zone on third
down from one yard out.
"Even with that, the defense made

All week, the UCF football team
heard a lot of talk about how tough
UAB's "Steel Shield" defense was
going to be. But it was the Golden
Knights' defense who 'did the talking
on the field in UCF's 24- 7 win
Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl.
The UCF defense
held UAB to just 111
yards of total offense,
11 first downs and 35
rushing yards, only
allowing a touch, down after a 93-yard
kickoff return put the
Blazers at the five. yard line late in the
third quarter. The upit
even
scored
the
Golden Knights' first
defensive touchdown
of the season.
"We heard a lot
JOE KALEITA I CFF
about
UAB's The UCF defense stuffed the UAB running game, holding Blazers
defense," senior line- tailback Jegil Duggers to 13 yards on 10 carries.
backer
Tito
Rodriguez said. "We tried to make a
statement all week; we tried to come
out and say we've got a pretty good
defense ourselves."
Prior to the game, UAB hadn't
allowed a touchdown in 11 quarters
and ranked seventh in the nation in
total defense and ninth in· scoring
defense, giving up only 12 points per
game. The Blazers defensive line,
composed of four seniors, is nicknamed "The Steel Shield" because of
its ability to stop opposing offenses at
the line of scrimmage.
And in the first half, UAB lived
up to the hype, as the game went bac:k
and forth in a defensive struggle. The
only points scored came on a 40-yard
field goal by UCF kicker Javier
Beorlegui as time expired in the second quarter.
In the second half, however, it was
the UCF defense that looked like one
of the nation's best. After the Golden
Knights scored two quick touchdowns
to take a 17-0 lead, UCF shut down
nearly everything th~ UAB offense
could come up with. The Blazers' only

them take thfee minutes to score/'
UCF c·oach Mike Kruczek said. "Had
it not been for two personal fouls, they
would have never found the end
zone."
The Golden Knights must have
taken that touchdown personally,
because late in the fourth quarter,
junior defensive end Elton Patterson
knocked the ball out of UAB quarterback Jeff Aaron's hands in his _own end
zone and Josh McKibben fell on it for
UCF's first defensive score of the season.
"The defense is playing with a
tremendous amount of confidence, and
that's fantastic," Kruczek said. "Great
football teams, in my opinion, have
great defenses, and we've got one this
year. We've got one that can run
around and make plays."
Offensively, quarterback Ryan
Schneider had one of his best efforts
of the season, completing 21 of 36
passes for 290 yards and a touchdown.
After starting tailback Alex Haynes
PLEASE SEE

Junior wide receiver Doug Gabriel continued to cement his place as UCF's big-play
- wide receiver, catching a 64-yard touchdown in the third quarter that put the Golden
Knights up 17-0 at the time. On the play, the
UAB defense left Gabriel in single coverage, and he blew by his defender on a fly
route and took a perfect pass from quarterback Ryan Schneider into the end zone.
"I just can't explain it," said Gabriel.
"Every time they call my number, I just go
up and get it. And everytime I get the ball ih
my hands, I'm using it for a positive."
Gabriel now leads the nation with 32.5
yards per catch, and leads UCF in receiving
yardage despite being only fourth on the
team in receptions. He also has three touchdown catches this season, and is the only
Golden Knight wiqe receiver to catch a
touchdown pass.
-

Bolar makes first start
Junior defensive end Brent Bolar made
hisfirststartoftheyear, --~~~~__,
starting at right defensive end because of
injuries to Boma Ekiyor
and Rashad Jeanty.
Both Ekiyor and Jeanty
were only available on
a limited basis, so Bolar
a considerable amount
of playing time.
Bolar has had a
rough 2001 season, beginning the year with
arthroscopic knee surgery and then finding
UCF coach Mike Kruczek's doghouse
because of his practice habits and not getting
much playing time. He_had been listed as the
starting right defensive end prior to the
beginning of this year's fall practice sessions.

Offensive line withstands
"Steel Shield"
After a rough outing against Vrrginia
Tech, the UCF offensive line bounced back
with a solid effort against a tough UAB
defense. After allowing three early sacks, the
Golden Knights settled down, opening up
holes for tailback Terrance Williams and
giving quarterback Ryan Schneider plenty of
time to throw. In the decisive second half,
the unit held UAB's · defensive line (nicknamed ''The Steel Shield") at bay, and UCF
extended a 3-0 halftime lead to 24-7.
"We picked up the intensity," said
senior right tackle Steve Edwards. 'We
knew it was going to be a battle out there they had two NFL prospects (on the defensive line). As an offensive line, we believed
we could get the job done, and that's what
we did."
As for UAB's much-hyped defense,
Edwards wasn't very impressed.
''They were no different than Vrrginia
Tech; actually I think they were overhyped,"
he said. ''They're good players, but we knew
we had a good offensive line, and we
showed it today."

Rodriguez oN B-7
PLEASE SEE

Game Notes
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Rodriguez led the Golden Knight defense in tackles
FROM PAGE

•

If

•
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left the game in the first quarter
with a hip pointer, senior
Terrance Williams filled in and
carried the ball 16 times for 36
yards and one touchdown.
Senior Tavirus Davis led UCF
with six catches for 84 yards,
while junior·-Doug Gabriel had
three receptions for 90 yards,
including a 64-yard TD catch in
the third quarter. Junior Jimmy
Fryzel added five catches for 51
yards, and Thad Ward gained 40
yards on four receptions.
On this night, however,
story.
defense
was - the

Rodriguez led the Golden
Knights with 11 tackles, including two for lost yardage and a
pass deflection. Patterson had
four tackles, all for lost
yardage, and two sacks.
McKibben made six tackles,
including four for lost yardage,
and had one sack. Freshman
defensive end Rashad Jeanty
also had a sack.
"Our defense is the strength
of our football team," Kruczek
said. "It's nice to have a great
defense. Hopefully it keeps up."
UCF returns to action this
Saturday, taking on Liberty at 6
p.m. in the Citrus Bowl.

UCF offensive
line coach
Robert
McFarland had
his unit ready to
play against
UAB, containing
a tough Blazers
pass rush for
much of the
night.

LISA APPLEGATE

I CFF

C-USA could be

Fan support

Air time

early-season
fodder
FROM PAGE

•
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

30,820 fans showed up to see UCF beat UAB on Saturday at the Florida Citrus
Bowl. It was a vast improvement over last year's home opener, which had only
19,003 people in attendance.
'

B-1

the pun, but the Navy football
program is a swiftly-sinking ship.
Military academies just aren't the
place for first-rate college football anymore. And Marshall is a
quality program, but they play in
small-town West Virginia, not
exactly the target audience for
big-money fund raisers.
If you don't get UCF in your
conference now, your teams
could eventually become earlyseason fodder for a nationallyranked Golden Knights squad.
By that time, UCF could be in the
Big East or ACC, much more
powerful conferences than your
operation.
Big things are about to happen for the UCF football program, C-USA. Jump on the bandwagon while there's still room.

JoE KALEITA
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UCF's offense did much of its damage through the air against
UAB. Quarterback Ryan Schneider completed 21 of 36 passes for
290 yards and one touchdown.

IBarnes & Noble Kiosk I
UCF BOOKSTORE
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32816
(407) 823-2665

Service offer available to new and existing customers.
Shop by phone for delivery,
ca/11-866-CINGULAR.

•

Get 250 anytime minutes, plus choose
oneofthefdf!c 'ng !'vitha'$29.99rateplan:
Wrth Activation

Downloadable
Ring tones
Mobile Messaging
and Chat

.,

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com

~

cingular·M
WIRELESS

NOKIA

What do you have to sayr

CoNNF.cr!NG PEoPLE

1-866-CINGULAR

Phone price arid offer
may vary by location.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2-year contract
for eligible Cingular calling plans required. Offer cannot be combined with any other
special offers. Promotional phone offers require 2-year agreement. Early termination
and activation fees apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am and weekend
hours are from 9:00 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday. Long distance charges
apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long
Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Calling Area and terminating in
the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet requires WAP-enabled phone.
Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and does not include per
minute usage. Wireless Internet is only available in select service areas. Wireless
Internet is not equivalent to landline Internet. Third Party content providers may
impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details.
Unused package minutes expire: (1) on 12/31/04; (2) immediately upon default or if
customer changes rate plan. Rolled over minutes are not redeemable for cash or
credit and are not transferable. Minutes will not roll over until after the first month's
billing. Offer good while supplies last. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming,
universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and
weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime in
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50.
Compatible phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and
other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call
for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the nei<t billing
period and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the
service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and
store for details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 1ra
series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. \>:
~
Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are
;a.~
Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. ~
All rights reserved.
..~
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Check out our ADULT Classes!

•

*Hip Hop * Salsa * Tap
* Yoga *Jazz * Swing
* Latin * Ballet *Pointe
_....._,~aytime,

evening and weekend classes

10% discount with college ID

COMPILED FROM STAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

Rotary Gridiron Classic selects
five UCF players

Atlantic Sun Championships. She
was named Atlantic Sun Coach-of-theYear in back-to-back seasons of 1999 and
2000.
During her five years at UCF, Fjelstul has
produced 15 all-conference players, a conference player-of-the-year and has made the
Golden Knights a mainstay in the national
rankings, including a climax at No. 14 last
October.
The LPGA teaching instructor will head to
Cedar Rapids, Iowa for the induction ceremony
taking place on Oct. 13.

The Rotary Gridiron Classic presented by
Tyco announced last week that invitations to Men's golf finishes 15th at
participate in its fourth-annual all-star game
have been issued to five players from the UCF. Adam's Cup of Newport
NEWPORT R.I. -- UCF shot a 309 in the
The all-star game features college seniors
from around the United States against Team final round to finish with 908 and 15th place at
Florida, composed of athletes who either the Adam's Cup of Newport.
New Mexico picked up where they left off
played college football in Florida or have other
by
winning
the tournament by seven strokes
ties to the Sunshine State. The game will be
over
surging
Michigan State. The Lobos fin- ·
played on Saturday, January 26th at 2 p.m.
ished
54
strokes
ahead of the Golden Knights.
(EST) at the Orlando Citrus Bowl. Pacific West
Andreas
Hoegberg
tied for 34th place with
Radio Sports will also carry the game nationala
221
(+11).
Stephen
Davis
and Ben Osbrach
ly on its network.
finished
,within
a
stroke
of
each
other tying for
UCF players receiving invitations to play
56th
and
58th
place
shooting
227
(+17) and
for Team Florida include Josh McKibben (DT),
228
(+18).
Tito Rodriguez (LB), Steve Edwards (OT),
Mark Donnell of Vanderbilt and Wil
Javier Beorlegui (K/P), and Travis Fisher
Collins
of New Mexico tied for medalist hon(DB).
ors
by
shooting
a 207 (-3).
Classic alumni have included NFL Pro
UCF continues their 2001 Fall Tour with
Bowl quarterback Daunte Culpepper of the
Minnesota Vikings and 2000 NFL Offensive co-host Florida at the Gary Koch/Cleveland
Rookie of the Year Mike Anderson of the Golf Invitational held in Tampa at Old
Denver Broncos. Other participants have Memorial Golf Course on Oct. 15-16.
included rising NFL stars Ron Dixon (New
York Giants), Darren Howard (New Orleans), Final Results:
1. New Mexico, 280-281-293--854; 2.
Brad Meester (Jacksonville) and Erron Kinney .
Michigan
State, 295-281-285--861; T-3.
(Tennessee).
Minnesota,
287-284-293--864;
T-3. Vanderbilt,Former NFL Head Coaches lead the Rotary
5.
Rhode
Island,
294-282287-287-290--864;
Gridiron Classic teams, providing valuable
297--873;
6.
Furman,
296-288-290--874;
7.
insight and instruction to the players as they
State,
290-289-299--878;
8.
Marshall,
Georgia
. begin their professional careers. Their guidance plays a key part in the week of activities 279-303-300--882; 9. South Florida, 290-295·and practices, helping the players with the tran- 298--883; T-10. Ole Miss, 294-300-290--884;
sition to the NFL. Past Rotary Gridiron Classic T-10. Connecticut, 294-292-298--884; T-10.
head coaches have included Lindy Infante Brigham Young, 291-295-298--884; 13. Yale,
(Green Bay/Indianapolis), Wayne Fontes 293-297-295--885; 14. LSU, 291-312-285-(Deti:oit), Chuck Noll (Pittsburgh) and Buddy 888; 15. UCF, 306-293-309--908; 16. HawaiiHilo, 300-304-317--921; 17. Providence, 317Ryan (Philadelphia/Arizona).
317-313---947.

Fjelstul to be inducted into Northern
Iowa Athletics Hall of Fame

Top 10:

T-1. Mark Donnell (VU), 69-68-70--207;
UCF's women's golf coach Jill T-1. Wil Collins (UNM), 68-69-70--207; 3.
Fjelstµl will be inducted into the University of Burke Spensky (MAR), 71-68-71--210; 4.
Northern Iowa Athletics Hall of Fame this Mike Carbone (URI), 71-66-76--213; T-5. John
Koskinen (MSU), 74-70-70--214; T-5. Justin
weekend.
Fjelstul joins seven other athletes and Smith (MINN), 71-67-76--214; T-5. J.J.
- administrators for the 2001 class. A lot of Beckstrom (MSU), 74-71-69--214; T-5. Simon
emphasis for the Northern Iowa selction com- Nash (MINN), 74-68-72--214; T-9. Michael
mittee involves post-graduate success as well Letzig (UNM), 68-72-75--215; T-9. Kyle
Wight (BYU), 71-72-72--215; T-9. Jordan
as time spent at UNI.
. At Northern Iowa, Fjelstul was team cap-.. Dempsey (MISS), 74-73-68--215; T-9. Jack
tain her junior and senior year and held the Croyle (GSU), 72-68-75--215.
record for lowest 18-hole score, which was
recently tied. Fjelstul went on to coach at UCF Finishers:
T-34. Andreas Hoegberg, 76-71-74--221;
Northern Iowa from 1986 until 1991 when she
T-56. Stephen Davis, 77-73-77--227; T-58. Ben
left to come to Florida.
In 1996, Fjelstul took over the coaching Osbrach, 75-74-79--228; T-73. Tory Carli, 79reigns at UCF and guided the Golden Knights 75-79--233; 83. Matt LeConche, 78-81-80-to three NCAA Regional appearances and two 239.
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Egg Salad

Bologna & Cheese

(1mile west of UCF)
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~ STUDENT

11111
Problems with?
• Landlords
• Name change
• Uncontested
Dissolution

LEGAL
SERVICES
Need?
• A will
• Insurance
• Contracts
• Police

'Ci

Student Legal · Services provides students with
assistance in selected areas of law such as
landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy,
criminal, traffic, & uncontested dissolutions. Qualified
students can receive consultation and representation

FREE OF CHARGE!
For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
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Men's Soccer
Notebook
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Knights Defeat Panthers

Women's Soccer
Notebook
HEATHER PAGLIARA
STAFF WRITER

fSU shuts out UCF, 5-0
Although playing for an
almost overflow crowd, the UCF
romen's soccer team was defeated 5-0 by the Florida State
Seminoles, who are ranked 14th in
the nation. FSU scored three goals
m the first half, and two goals in
the second half.
''We played well the first 30
ftrinutes, and there were some
challenging goal kicks and punts,"
said UCF coach Amanda
~romwell. ''We let them score two
goals in the ten minutes before the
half though, and we can't do that."
Amanda King had a good
chance to score, but her shot from
20 yards just went over Florida
State goalkeeper Ali Mims' crossbar. Jessica Kuhlman had six saves
for the game.

Propelled by two goals from
Chris Beaulac and three assists by
Daniel Berhane, the UCF men's
soccer team defeated Florida Tech
"None of the goals were
on
Friday night 4-2 at Rick Stottler
Jessie's fault. The team defense let
Field.
Florida Tech took a 1-0 lead
us down," said Cromwell.
in
the
24th minute when John
"The team as a whole has a
McPhail
scored on a breakaway.
lot of growing up to do - even the
The
Knights
tied the game at 1,
seniors. We are making rookie
however,
when
midfielder (and
mistakes all over the field," said·
State College
fellow
Harris-Stowe
Cromwell.
transfer) Zegai Habtom redirected
JOE KALEITA I CFF
a cross from Berhane. Florida
South Alabama
Senior Sarah Pharr Leathers is one of Tech responded with a goal by
nips UCF, 1-0 _
the best defensive players on the
Gary Halbert, but that would be
The Golden Knights lost their UCF women's soccer team.
the last score by the Panthers.
UCF senior striker Remi Hariz
second game of the week Sunday,
dropping a 1-0 decision to South seven stops for UCF.
tipped in a pass from Berhane to
Alabama. South Alabama midThe loss UCF drops to 5-5 on . tie the game at two and put himself
fielder Sarah Caporicci beat the season.
ahead of UCF assistant coach
Kuhlman at the 82:26 mark to
Rami Vehmas in fifth place on the
score the game's only goal.
all-time career points list with 64.
UCF plays JSU and
Both freshman midfelder
Two minutes later, Beaulac sent in
Becca Eshelman and Lindsay Samford this week
another Berhane pass to put the
The Golden Knight's will Golden Knights ahead for good at
Meier had good chances to score
for UCF, but could not convert. face a conference road schedule 3-2. Beaulac, however, was not
South Alabama also had other this week. The team plays at finished and with 15 minutes left
opportunities, but hit the crossbar Jacksonville State on Oct. 11. Last to play, scored on a Hariz assist to
year, UCF beat the Gamecocks, 4- make the score 4-2. Juuso
on a number of shots.
The Jaguars outshot the 0. The team then goes on to play ~t Heikurainen recorded five saves
Golden Knights 16-7. Kyla Samford on Oct. 13. The Golden. for the Knights. UCF improves to
· Rogers had four saves for South Knights demolished the Bulldogs 7-4 overall and will return to
Alabama, while Kuhlman made 5-0 last year.
action on Oct. 11, taking on the

BRAND NEW -

..

Florida Atlantic Owls at the UCF
Arena Soccer Field at 7 p.m.

Winch records 70th
career win
UCF head coach Bob Wmch
recorded his 70th win in his nineyear career a8 a head coach with
the win against Centenary earlier
this season. Winch, 38, guided
UCF to its first ranking as an
NCAA Division I-A school in
1997, peaking at No. 13. Wmch's
career record to date is 74-76-8.
The Knights, currently in fifth
place in the A-Sun Conference,
have already improved over last
year's 2-14-3 mark.
·
''We ha\>e the talent to win [a
championship] right now," said
Winch. ''We just need to improve
our work rate. Desire always beats
talent, and we need to start playing
with more desire on defense."

Heikurainen
Dominates Net
Freshman goalkeeper Juuso
Heikurainen, a native of Finland,
has been instrumental in the
Golden Knights' success so far
this season. He already has 4
shutouts, one coming against No.
15 Georgia State, and is second in
the A-Sun Conference in goals
against average, with a 1.00.
Heikurainen has started every
game in goal for the Knights, and
has become a very vocal leader on
the field.

"ow LEASING!

5tpartment Civing at its best

One of Central Florida's Accurate Psychics
7440 Aloma Ave., Winter Park Call 407-678-8721

-Advice on:
• Love • Career • Family
• Health • And More · c

Flexibility
"

Enroll today. Work at your own pace.
.
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Shadow Creek Apartments

>t/C~t6aff

990 English Town Lane, Winter Springs. FL 32708

lnMor'iJ4S~t6af{

(407) 388-0500

24·Seat 'Ifteater

+

Creek, where our spacious, wntemporary apartment homes satisfy your
every lifestyle desire. Convenient l-0
UCF and the Oviedo Matketplace,
Shadow Creek is also
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IJJ~s

!fitJtlSI Center
Car Cort Ctn.ter

dose to restaurants, rommerce,
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and schools.
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR
UCF ALUMNI/STUDENTS/FACULTY

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAT 1120

Intro. to Latin I

Principles of Microeconomics

Sh.eft1cs in Scfec.t 'Umfs

ECO 2023
· MAC 1105

Basic College Algebra

1uft5iu 'ltbslkr/.Drrp !H'oo~ups
~n ~ufis (42• 6g 60/

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

<ff>,zjoy special treatment at ShadmJJ

Outtfrx,r ()Wana. IJ:1ar

Beginning Fiction Writing

'131.#ft.ln 1JooK§fuf'Ue$ amt
'Entertainment Cttttmin Selict 'll:rdt.s

Sun.'!Jt.&,.
SttUM

CRW 1101

'Mirrbmf '1th </Jars witli (j~

£.aua/ry 1(9om

!11.illUrPlilyromn

Writing About Literature

. EDF 3604

$.r.fri!lerat#Jr with la ~r

FAX: (407) 388-0501

ENC 1102

l
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Sfuuf.ow Creel( is on tfre 9{qrtlieast corner of tfie intersection of
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FULL MONIBS RENT OFF IBROUGH OCT. 24!

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.

a

UNIVERSITY oF

9FLORIDA

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
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Jimmerson edges out competition
to claim Punt, Pass, and Kick title
point last year, 11 said Jimmerson. 11 I was determined to not choke once again. 11
Chris Morello finished third in the competition, followed by Adam McGinnis and David
Cook to round out the top five.

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Mike Jimmerson's combined effort of 155
yards defeated the field as he punted, passed, and
kicked his way to an Intramural Championship
on Oct. 3. Brandon Cron finished in second place
overall, but had the golden leg in win.ning event
championships for the punt and kick rounds with
51 and 61 yards respectively. Jimmerson also
Andrew Rosensky and David Bellows
won the pass round,
teamed up to cruise through the Racquetball
with a toss of 55 yards. All yardage was
Doubles event, which was held on Sept. 29 at
earned by participants with accuracy factored in,
Valencia East Campus. Patricia Padilla and Erica
making this event one of the most difficult of the
Vanderwerf dominated
year. Jimmerson avenged a
the women's field, bringsecond-place finish in last
ing home the crown. 16
year's event to winner
teams competed in the
Alex Paradiz, who fintournament,
overall
ished 6th this time around.
making it an incredibly
Don't
forget
to
sign
up
for
''I missed out by one
successful event.
upcoming IM Sports events:

It's Rungy Time wins Men's Racquetball
Championship, Sugar and Spice take
Women's Championship

presented by

~
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am.
(11 am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

~llll

RecFest 2001, 10/22
UCF's Greatest (K)night of
Play" and Volleyball, 10/22.

lisPOBTS

11

To get involved in Intramural
Sports, visit imsports. ucf.edu!

6ame Notes:
FROM PAGE

· Student Government Senate Allocations

B-6

9/1/01to9/30/01

Bill#

Injuries

Senate Working Fund

Senior defensive end
Boma Ekiyor suffered a right
MCL sprain, and will be reevaluated this week to determine the seriousness of the
injury. Center Mike Mabry
resprained his MCL, but came
back into game and is expected to play this week against
Liberty. Backup linebacker
Antoine Poe restrained his
hamstring and is listed as dayto-day.

OAFOOlO

News & Notes
UCF is now 16-7 in home
openers .. .It was a bad day for
the Brown brothers, as UAB
coach Watson and his brother,
Mack, both lost big games
Saturday. Mack is the head
coach at Texas, who lost 14-3
to Oklahoma ... UAB has struggled on road this year, scoring
just 14 total points in three
road games this season. In
comparison, the Blazers have
scored 96 points in two home
games ... Game attendance was
30,820, up considerably from
the 19 003 who attended last
year 's home opener against
Northwestern State .. .UCF had
four sacks in the game, a season
high. ·Along
with
Patterson 's
two,
Josh
McKibben and Rashad Jeanty
each had one ...The 24 points
scored by UCF were the second-most
points
scored
against U AB this year. Only
Florida States had more, scoring 29 on Sept. 8 ... Prior to
UCF's two third-quarter
touchdowns, the Blazers hadn' t given up ·a touchdown in
11 quarters.

Purpose

Organization Name

Health and Public Affairs College Council

Fall college fair
Knight Riders 'O 1, Clemson Trip

OAFOOll

SGA

OAF0012

SGA
Black Female Development Circle

Reception/awards

Chinese St & Scholar Assn

Mid-Autunm Moon festival

Educ. College Council
Water Polo Club

Meet the Dean Session
Fenighttournament

Knightcast
African American Stud Union (AASU)

On air equipment
Black History Month
homecoming

OAF0013
OAF0014
OAF0015
OAF008
OAF009
SB33-68
SB33-71

CAB

Tribute to A BlackMan

Total

Senate Working Fund

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0055
A0056

Soc of Automotive Engineers

Office supplies

Black Female Development Circle

Office supplies

A0057

Tau Beta Sigma

Office Supplies

A0058
A0059

Colege of Engineering & Computer Science
Nat'l St Speech Language Hearln.g Assn

office supplies
office supplies

A0060

Forensic Science Assn

A0061

Campus Crusade for Christ

supplies supplies
Office Supplies

A0062

Lambda Alpha Epsilson

office Supplies

10/1/01

Your Club's Re2istration Status must be

upd~ted

before you can use your funding

Student Government Senate Allocations
9/1/01 to 9/30/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Purpose

Amount

C & 0-Travel
R33-62

Water Polo Club

Collegiate Regional tournament

$1 ,000.00

R33-64

R.T.N.D.A

RTNDA 2001 Nat'l convention, 9/12-9/15/01

$ 1,000.00

R33-65

Marcus Gould

Football game

R33-67
R33-69
R33-70
SB33-63
SB33-65
Sb33-66
SB33-67

Margot Reynolds
Soc of Professional Journalists
Lambda Alpha Epsilson
Phi Theta Kappa
St Respiratory Therapy Soc
UCF Trial Team
CREOL Assn of Optic St

Women's Studies Conf, 10/12-10/14/01
Nat'l Convention, 10/4-10/6/01
Am. Criminal Justice, conf. 11115-18
Int'l Conf. 3/29-4/1/01
Respiratory Therapy Sopciety
Ivy League Tournament, 11/8-11/01
CREOL, CLEO/QELS 5/19-24/02

$416.00

Total

1011101

C & 0 - Travel

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

$400.00
$900.00
$1,000_00
$2,790.88
$3,776.00.
$5,500.00
$4,600.00
$21,382.88

Page2 of2
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.·shape ~he Future of Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic
ti If you want to help people get well and stay well ...

ti If you want to work independently as a selfM
employed chiropractic physician ...

ti If you want to achieve the financial success
commensurate with your professional standing as
a Doctor of Chiropractic...

ti If you want to establish your position in the
community as a highly respected Doctor of
Chiropractic...

•

Then you are ready for a challenging and rewarding
career in chiropractic. Contact Logan College
of Chiropractic today!

Logan

(,'Qtha~•of•Ch•ropf1~1w

1-800-533-9210
www.logan.edu

~

loganadm@logan.edu

1851 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017
An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Edllcation
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Sophomore setter Je~ny Frank recently got the l,OOOt~ assist of her
college career. Frank leads UCF with 12.63 assists per game this season.

Frank setting her way up
the UCF record books ·
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

The UCF volleyball team
has gotten off to a great start this
year. The Golden Knights are 102 overall and 3-0 in conference
play. One of the major reasons
for their success has been the
play of sophomore Jenny Frank.
The 5-foot-9 setter leads the
Atlantic Sun is assists, averaging
over 12 assists per game this
year, nearly five more then her
team-leading 7.36 assists per
game last year. She recently
passed the 1,000 career assists
mark and is closing in on
Kathleen Fill for the fifth- most
in school history. Frank is also
second on the team in digs and
service aces per game.
There are several reason for
Frank's improvement. More
experience and countless hours
of extra training have undoubtedly h~lped. Also, Coach Meg
Colado made the switch from a
6-2 formation to a 5-1 formation
this season, giving the only setter
on the court more opportunities
to get assists. The switch has
also made practice more competitive, with Frank having to fight
for playing time with junior
Becca Saldana. That competition
has helped Frank become a better
player.
''The competition is great,"
said Frank. "[Saldana] is a very
consistent setter, and that makes
me have to be consistent also."
Frank's success comes as no
surprise to people in the volleyball world. Frank was highly
recruited out of Coronado High
School in Colorado Springs,
Col., where she broke virtually
every volleyball record at the
school. As a senior; Frank
received numerous accolades,

including being named one of the
top six players in Colorado by
the Denver Post and Rocky
Mountain News, being named

I came to IJCF
because of the
coaching and
the. players.
It's a very good
program.
- JENNYFRANK

,

First Team An-State, and making
the Stater Magazine's Super 75
list. She received scholarship
offers from Duke, Northern
Arizona, Texas A&M, and Utah
before choosing UCF. Frank also
had several scholarship offers for
basketball.
"I came to UCF because of
the coaching and the players,"
Frank said. "It's a very good program. It's a great atmosphere."
That decision has paid off
thus far. Not only did she lead
the team in assists ~ast year, but
two other key players from that
team, Leyre Santaella Sante and
Lindsey Whalen, were also
freshman, and both made the
Atlantic Sun All-Freshman
Team. Two freshmen this year,
Tanya Jarvis and Amanda
Stoutjesdyk, have also looked
impressive. With that amount of
talent working together over the
next few years, the future for
Jenny Frank and the rest of the
UCF volleyball team looks
bright.
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